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STRAIGHT TALK

Seafarers Deserve Support

T
he contrast could hardly 

be starker. In late March a 

giant container ship blocked 

the Suez Canal for a week, 

bringing global supply 

chains to a standstill. But at the same time, 

an estimated 200,000 or more seafarers 

remained stranded at sea, unable to 

rejoin their families and deprived of vital 

vaccinations against infection.

Speaking in late March, 

International Chamber of Shipping 

(ICS) Chair Esben Poulsson stated 

his and the industry’s “bitter 

disappointment” that more than half 

the countries to have ratified the 

Maritime Labour Convention had failed 

to follow through on its requirement 

“to declare seafarers as key workers”. 

Ship managers’ association 

InterManager has likewise been 

frustrated by institutional  inactivity 

on vaccinations, and in late April said 

it would work privately to source one 

million shots for its members’ seafarers. 

A few weeks later, the Bahamas 

Maritime Authority published results of 

a survey showing that 87% of seafarers 

were still awaiting to their first jab.

Anxiety caused by long periods 

at sea has clearly taken its toll on 

seafarers, a point noted in the Neptune 

Declaration on Seafarer Wellbeing and 

Crew Change signed by more than 600 

companies at end-2020. The mental 

health of seafarers is increasingly being 

realised as a real issue and one that 

could ultimately lead to industrywide 

crew shortages if onboard morale 

spirals ever downwards.   

All the better, then, that incoming 

BIMCO President Sabrina Chao has 

identified the pandemic’s role in 

having highlighted public ignorance 

about shipping, and pledged that 

one of her key priorities in office 

will be to “to help increase the 

awareness of the important role that 

our industry, our seafarers and our 

members play in society”. 

BIMCO has also launched a 

short public information film entitled 

“Seafarers Deserver Support”, 

available via the link https://www.

bimco.org/SeafarersDeserveSupport 

which in turn surely deserves as much 

support and sharing as possible. l
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Shipping bodies approve ‘Deep Blue’ 
anti-piracy project in Gulf of Guinea

The Round Table of Shipowner Associations 

(ICS, BIMCO, INTERTANKO and INTERCARGO) 

and OCIMF (Oil Companies International 

Marine Forum) have expressed their full support for 

the launch of Nigeria’s Deep Blue Project to prevent 

the piracy, armed robbery and other maritime crimes 

that are currently blighting the Gulf of Guinea region 

of West Africa.

Nigeria has announced a significant investment in 

military and law enforcement infrastructure, to be managed 

by the Nigerian Maritime Safety Agency (NIMASA), to step 

up maritime security in the Gulf of Guinea region.

A central command and control centre based in Lagos 

will oversee a network of integrated assets including two 

special mission vessels, two special mission long-range 

aircraft, 17 fast-response vessels capable of speeds of 

50 knots, three helicopters, and four airborne drones, 

providing 24/7 cover for the region.  These complement the 

Yaounde ICC (Interregional Cooordination Centre for the 

Implementation of Regional Strategy for Maritime Safety 

and Security in Central and West Africa) structure already 

assisting both Nigeria and the region.

Guy Platten, ICS Secretary General said, “The Deep 

Blue Project can be a game-changer in the fight against 

piracy in the Gulf of Guinea, and we congratulate Nigeria 

in launching the project despite the significant difficulties 

presented by COVID.”

“We look forward to continuing our close 

cooperation with NIMASA and the Nigerian Navy to 

realise our shared vision of a region free from the threat 

of piracy and armed robbery.”

David Loosley, BIMCO Secretary General, said “Deep 

Blue becoming operational represents a significant 

opportunity to expand law and order at sea in cooperation 

with international forces in the area. We look forward to 

seeing Nigeria make the best of these assets to the benefit 

of Nigeria, its citizens and economy, and of course the 

seafarers from all over the world going about their daily 

business in the Gulf of Guinea.”

Katharina Stanzel, Managing Director of INTERTANKO, 

said that “the launch of the Deep Blue Project is a tangible 

demonstration that the tide has turned against the scourge 

of piracy. This project has the potential to greatly contribute 

to seafarers being once again able to carry out their duties 

without fear for their safety. 

Kostas Gkonis, Secretary General of INTERCARGO, 

added: “Along with our sincere congratulations to the 

Nigerian authorities on the launch of this important initiative, 

on behalf of the dry bulk shipping sector, we very much 

anticipate that the Deep Blue Project will make a significant 

impact in reducing piracy and armed robbery, protecting 

seafarers, ships, and the essential trade that serves the 

peoples of countries in the region.”

Robert Drysdale, Managing Director of OCIMF, said 

“the launch of the Deep Blue Project marks a milestone of 

delivering state of the art, multi-faceted, maritime capability.  

It presents a great opportunity to protect seafarers and 

the maritime domain.  The collaborative approach by all 

stakeholders to deliver Deep Blue is commendable and 

proves what can be achieved when all work together.” l
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MCTC course graduate has big  
appetite for catering management 

For Kevin Casicas, training as a messman and cook 

with MCTC, the international catering management 

and training provider, in 2016 was a lifechanging 

experience. Like all candidates, Casicas went through a 

rigorous selection process before gaining his place on the 

course – a “dream come true” for the Filipino. 

“I felt so blessed and honoured to be part of MCTC’s 

Maritime Culinary Development Program,” says Casicas, a 

now fully qualified cook who works for BW Global. “Taking 

the course gave me the strength and backbone to get me to 

where I am today.” 

The 66-day training programme in Manilla gave Casicas 

a solid grounding in all aspects of catering management, 

such as recipe planning, creating menus, health and 

nutrition and ordering supplies. “The course gave me the 

skills and knowledge for the role, and the confidence and 

professionalism to work under pressure,” he says.  

After completing the training programme, Casicas 

continued studying while working aboard a BW Global 

vessel. “MCTC sent us study 

modules, questionnaires and 

weekly menus that we had 

to prepare for the crew,” he 

says. “I could immediately apply what I’d learnt to the 

job and get feedback from the captain, officers and 

crew who evaluated my work.”

Casicas admits working on a vessel since 

completing the MCTC course hasn’t all been plain 

sailing. In one instance, he had to prepare food 

while juggling his messman duties after the ship’s 

chief cook was suddenly sent home. “I was lucky, 

because the captain understood my limitations and 

was very supportive.” 

The experience taught Casicas to take the positives 

from every situation – whether good or bad.  “Never 

give up if you fail, because failure is a way to learn to 

reach your goal. Don’t stop learning and always give 

your best in everything you do.” l

NotebookNotebook
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Let’s get technical, 
technical

ITIC is often asked what is the most common claim 

against our ship manager members.  That is an easy 

question to answer. As a professional indemnity 

insurer, it is no surprise that the majority of claims arise 

out of allegations of negligence. More precisely around 

technical disputes. Here are but a few of those claims. 

A tanker carrying a full cargo of crude oil encountered 

heavy weather and cracks appeared in the shell plating of 

a ballast tank, the cargo had to be transferred to another 

ship. On arrival the ship was arrested by cargo receivers 

for cargo shortage and GA contributions. The owners 

were obliged to put up security for $5 million.

The owners put their claim to their hull underwriters 

and P&I Club. The claims were rejected because it 

transpired during investigations, that the master had 

reported a weakness in the ballast tanks a few months 

before the incident. Unfortunately, the master’s report was 

not read by the superintendent and therefore not referred 

to the classification society.

The owner had little choice but to pursue the 

managers alleging they had been negligent in failing to 

inform the classification society and for failing to arrange 

the repair. The total claim amounted to $16 million of 

which $8 million was deemed to be as the result of the 

manager’s negligence. The claim was eventually settled 

for $4 million plus costs.

A particular issue for managers of tankers occurs when 

an oil major places a technical hold on all ships under their 

management. Charterparties will often stipulate that the 

ships should at all times be acceptable to oil majors, to 

whom the ships would be sub-chartered. For one such 

manager there were numerous deficiencies logged on the 

SIRE report on the first ship, and she even collided with 

a berth. Two oil majors put a technical hold on all ships 

managed by the ship manager. The ships were off-hire 

while the deficiencies were being rectified and the crews 

trained. The manager was found liable for loss of hire and 

expenses at $500,000. 

Owners may give orders to the manager which can 

lead to technical issues. In one such case a gas carrier 

suffered main engine damage. The owners conducted a 

survey on the main engine and found that the piston ring 

had been subject to excessive use and caused damage. 

The manufacturer of the piston ring recommended a 

working life of 8,000 hours but the manager allowed 

it to be used for longer. The owners claimed that the 

manager’s negligence caused the damage to the engine. 

However, the ship was slow-steamed during the 

member’s management and it was argued that this slow-

steaming was the real cause of the damage. 

ITIC obtained technical analysis of the claim. Slow-

speeding over extended periods is widely known to 

risk damaging the engine. The decision to slow-steam 

was taken by the owner and therefore the ultimate 

responsibility was with him. It also came to light that the 

ship had been slow-steamed under a previous manager 

for a longer period. In view of the fact that the ship was 

slow-steamed for a longer period before the member 

took over her management, most of the damage would 

have occurred already. There was no conclusive proof that 

the damage to the engine was not caused fundamentally 

by the slow-steaming and that the late replacement of 

the piston-ring had a negligible impact. This analysis was 

the basis of a strong defence and settlement agreed for 

a nominal amount. However, the investigative and legal 

costs involved were substantial and were paid by ITIC.

These types of claims are very complex to handle, as 

they need a thorough review of vast quantities of documents 

and expert advice is often required. The defence of these 

claims is greatly helped by having detailed records, not only 

of maintenance, but also for the reasons taken by managers 

in reaching their decisions.  Therefore, always ensure that 

instructions and decisions are put in writing and that your 

files are kept in good order. These little steps may seem time 

consuming at the time, but they will save much more time 

and cost should a claim be made against you. l

By Robert Hodge, Director, ITIC
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Stronger calls for  
industry control  
of vaccines

With the vaccinations issue becoming 

increasingly more desperate, industry 

leaders are urging shipping organisations 

and governments to work collaboratively to alleviate the 

problem. While a degree of progress is being made, 

there remains a long way to go in terms of getting the 

right vaccines onto the market quickly enough.

To make matters worse, the pandemic has wreaked 

havoc in India and struck even more countries including 

Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, which were 

added to the list of places from which visitors remain barred 

by the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA), 

ruling out more crew changes.

However, there is an element of positivity to all of this, 

as Mark O’Neil (pictured), President of shipmanagement 

trade association InterManager, drives the quest for the 

industry to take ownership of the seafarer vaccination issue. 

In recent months, the association has negotiated a deal 

with Johnson & Johnson for one million Covid vaccines for 

sea workers. But in order to be able to place the $22 million 

order, negotiated to a lower rate from the original quote, 

InterManager has to work with a recognised governmental 

body - in line with current international law. 

Mr O’Neil, who is also CEO of Columbia 

Shipmanagement, spoke to members in May telling them: 

“All we require is a recognised governmental body to act as 

a conduit.” 

For months, InterManager has been calling for leaders to 

take the reins, following frustrations around a lack of urgency 

from governments and low levels of influence from the 

International Maritime Organization. “I tear my hair out as to 

why we can’t get a single government body to authorise this. 

We could have these vaccines in a pretty short time frame,” 

stressed Mr O’Neil, who urged all ship managers to use their 

contacts to find a suitable government body: “We have to 

try. Most importantly, this is about the seafarers.”

As the pandemic has continued, more ports have been 

closed. And with only a fraction of governments giving 

seafarers keyworker status, the issue has deepened as many 

thousands remain unvaccinated, with slow chance of change 

if these messages aren’t heard.

The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) Director of 

Employment Affairs, Natalie Shaw, has reportedly advised 

that the only way to safely obtain vaccines is via national 

governments and that the ICS is lobbying the United Nations 

to get access to them. 

In April, the resolution for a global seafarers’ vaccination 

programme proposed by the Cyprus Shipping Deputy 

Ministry was officially adopted by the International Labour 

Organization (ILO). It calls for a mapping exercise to identify 

the number of vaccines required for seafarers ashore at 

seafarer supplying countries, and also expresses the need for 

social partners - in consultation with ship owner and seafarer 

organisations, governments and UN bodies - to adopt a 

collective approach to secure the vaccines.

The ILO, while reviewing practical implementation of 

the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 in late April, called 

for full respect of seafarers’ rights and for the vaccination of 

seafarers to take place wherever they are, to avoid delays 

and disruption in supply chains.

In the US, some states are making vaccines available to 

foreign workers, via selected clinics approved by US health 

authority the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Vaccines owned by the government are allocated to the 

state providers which have opened up the rules for non-

residents to include seafarers.  

In Mark O’Neil’s words: “If we miss this opportunity then 

we’ll be kicking ourselves in a few months’ time when some 

vessels come to a grinding halt because we don’t have 

vaccinated seafarers.”

At the time of writing, InterManager had just 

reported to its members that Poland and the 

Netherlands had joined the US and Russia in beginning 

to vaccinate seafarers and that progress was also being 

made in support of seafarers’ rights in Belgium, Romania 

and Denmark. China also announced that its single-dose 

CanSinoBIO vaccine would be made available at 11 

domestic ports for vaccination of Chinese seafarers. l
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Flag and Class leaders unite  
to support shipping with 
technology challenges

A total of seven leading Flag 

States and Classification 

Societies have united, to 

launch the Maritime Technologies 

Forum (MTF) to provide technical 

and regulatory research expertise 

and leadership to assist the shipping 

sector and its regulators with how to 

address technology challenges. 

Founding members of the 

MTF include American Bureau 

of Shipping (ABS), DNV, Japan’s 

Maritime Bureau, Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, Transport and 

Tourism (MLIT), Lloyd’s Register 

(LR), Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (ClassNK), 

the Norwegian Maritime Authority 

(NMA), and the UK’s Maritime and 

Coastguard Agency (MCA). 

The regulatory framework for 

the development and use of new 

technology must remain up to 

date to ensure advances assure the 

safety of people, assets and the 

environment. By bringing together 

expertise to offer guidance and 

advice on technical and regulatory 

challenges, the MTF will support 

the shipping industry and the 

International Maritime Organization 

to navigate and embrace the 

impact of these changes. 

Key focus areas for the forum will 

include energy efficiency, alternative 

fuels and increasing levels of 

autonomy and MTF members will 

collaborate on research and draw on 

their collective regulatory expertise 

to offer unbiased advice to the 

shipping sector. The Forum’s work 

will be published, and members will 

share insight and guidance with, and 

invite contributions from others in 

the marine industry, to facilitate the 

effective safe testing and adoption 

of new technologies while also 

helping shape global regulation.

The MTF is run by a governing 

body that includes a representative 

from each of the founding members. 

This Steering Committee is 

responsible for making decisions and 

overseeing the work and direction of 

the MTF. Leadership members of the 

governing body include Christopher 

Wiernicki, ABS, Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, 

DNV, Hideaki Saito, MLIT, Nick Brown, 

LR, Lars Alvestad, NMA, Hiroaki 

Sakashita ClassNK, and Brian Johnson, 

MCA. A permanent working group 

has been set up that reports into the 

main governing body as well as a 

Secretariat to run the administration.

The idea behind MTF is to 

carry out technical and regulatory 

research on the technological 

challenges the shipping industry 

faces. The new organisation 

aims to support the industry 

and International Maritime 

Organization as they go through 

decarbonisation and digitalisation. 

It will publish the results of its 

research and industry stakeholders 

will be invited to participate.

The Maritime Technologies 

Forum Steering Committee said: 

“Our seven organisations will 

collectively offer technical and 

regulatory leadership for the 

benefit of the maritime industry at 

large. The pace of change in the 

maritime industry is accelerating 

more so than ever before and 

driving the need for robust and 

agile advice to support accelerated 

technology adoption. We look 

forward to working collaboratively 

to support shipping and the 

IMO in tackling the fundamental 

technological challenges facing the 

maritime industry. l

Hiroaki Sakashita, ClassNK
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ICS launches new MLC 
compliant record book 
for ships’ cooks 

There can be few in the 

shipping industry that remain 

unaware that a well-fed crew 

is essential to the effective running 

of a ship. Not only is a balanced diet 

essential for the physical health of 

the crew but it is also necessary for 

the crew’s mental wellbeing. Ships’ 

cooks have a unique role on board 

a vessel, often standing apart from 

other crew members in terms of 

training and career progression, and 

yet pivotal to successful operations. 

So how does an employer ensure 

they have a properly trained and 

experienced cook on board? And 

how does a cook demonstrate their 

experience and competences?

To support both employers 

and ships’ cooks, the International 

Chamber of Shipping has produced 

a brand new record book to enable 

ships’ cooks to track their career 

progression and communicate 

their expertise and experience to 

employers and colleagues.  This 

is the first global resource to help 

cooks on board demonstrate 

competency and record their training 

and experience as they develop their 

careers at sea. 

The new Training Record Book 

for Ships’ Cooks can be used by 

an individual to demonstrate that 

they have followed a structured 

training programme and have 

an understanding of the core 

competencies required to safely 

prepare nutritious and appropriate 

food during a voyage. It will also 

act as a record of their experience 

and career progression and can 

be used at any level and in any 

country, both on board and at 

maritime catering academies. 

The new record book has 

been written based on the 

competence requirements of the 

ILO Guidelines on the training of 

ships’ cooks, enabling evidence 

of competency to be recorded in 

all key areas identified by the ILO. 

It covers both practical and safety 

skills such as specific cooking 

techniques and dealing with 

allergies and food intolerances. l

 

The Training Record Book for 

Ships’ Cooks is available to 

purchase from ICS Publications. 
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Resilience is the name  
of the game for  
The Swedish Club

Resilience in the face 

of volatility during an 

extraordinary year. That was 

the message from The Swedish 

Club at its first quarter 2021 

board meeting held virtually from 

Gothenburg, Sweden.

The Club finished 2020 with an 

operating profit of $3 million; record 

free reserves at $231 million; and 

confirmation of the Club’s A- ratings 

as stable by S&P Global Ratings and 

A.M. Best.

The year ended with most 

business areas in balance. A strong 

investment return offset the P&I result, 

which reflected a combination of 

unprecedented Pool claims and the 

premium inadequacy that the whole 

sector is working to address. The Club 

recorded a total combined ratio of 

123%, an anomaly compared with the 

performance of previous years.  

While this was the highest total 

combined ratio the Club has had in 

20 years, part of this was the result of 

pool claims and part of it was related 

to retained claims. “If you look at 

the pool over 2018, 2019 and 2020, 

I don’t think we have seen such as 

accumulation of pool claims in three 

years as we have experienced now. 

The frequency is stable, however, the 

values are high. So, the underwriting 

result is affected by pool claims,” Mr 

Rhodin said.

Against the background of 

unprecedented business disruption, 

The Swedish Club concluded a 

successful renewals year. With an 

owners’ P&I of GT 56 million – an 

all-time high and an increase of GT 6 

m and more than 10% over the year - 

the Club posted a record combined 

GT for owners’ and charterers’ entries 

of GT 88 m.

Lars Rhodin, Managing Director 

of The Swedish Club, said: “The 

Swedish Club is proud to have 

achieved its highest ever retention 

rate of members at renewal. As a 

mutual we thank our members and 

business partners for this vote of 

confidence in the Club and in the way 

we do business.

“2020 was a challenging year 

for P&I and moving forward, the 

price gap in the market needs to 

be addressed. We are now at the 

point that something must be done, 

and done now, in order to avoid a 

stronger reaction in the future.”

The Swedish Club has continued 

to deliver value through a range of 

loss prevention initiatives, including 

its Trade Enabling Loss Prevention 

initiative and a demonstrated 

flexibility in adapting new technology 

to stay close to members. 

Lars Rhodin added: “The last 12 

months have been unprecedented, 

and we have worked hard to 

continue to provide the very best 

levels of service and support to our 

community. We continue to aim for 

improvement in everything we do.”

And what about the year ahead? 

Lars Rhodin again: “The marine 

market is strengthening but more 

is needed. Premiums are not yet 

aligned with exposure on the marine 

side. Clubs need to adjust and rectify 

premium levels after this period of 

no increases, and then you have 

this continued erosion of premiums 

because of the churn effect. But it will 

be a challenging one when it comes 

to the renewal of reinsurance next 

year. The problem with reinsurance is 

that the International Group cannot 

present a great performance in a 

market that is already affected by 

COVID related business interruption 

and claims. The first working layer 

for P&I which is in excess of this 

Captive Hydra, is at a loss over 

a 10-year period and there are 

discussions about the market wanting 

to exclude malicious cyber and also 

the effects of the pandemic. They 

will want to exclude, whereas these 

are covered risks under P&I so there 

will be long and intense discussions 

with reinsurers for the renewals in 

February 2022. So that process has 

started,” he stressed. l 

Lars Rhodin, Managing Director  
of The Swedish Club
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In the last year and half, the 

maritime community has endured 

some of the heaviest disruptions 

in living memory. Amidst this 

backdrop of unprecedented 

challenges, we have seen a 

global leader emerge in maritime 

knowledge and technologies, as 

a ubiquitous partner for seafarers 

and shore-based managers, with a 

singular focus on keeping seafarers 

and ships safe and performing 

optimally. SMI spoke with 

Manish Singh, the CEO of Ocean 

Technologies Group, a platform 

that Manish, along with around 300 

fellow ‘Oceaneers’, have shaped.

We asked Manish how he keeps 

up with the rigours of the shipping 

industry. “I hope we can start with 

WHY, if I may. My team and I are 

deeply passionate about the role we 

play in enabling global seabourne 

trade, safely and efficiently. We 

work directly with more seafarers, 

ship owners, managers, regulators 

and other stakeholders than most 

or any other maritime service 

provider globally,” he says. Ocean 

Technologies Group serves over a 

million seafarers across about 20,000 

installations owned or operated 

by just under 1,500 customers. The 

group brings together globally 

recognised brands including COEX, 

Marlins, Marine Training Services, 

Seagull Tero Marine and Videotel. 

Seagull and Videotel combined 

under a shared ownership in June 

2019 and Manish took the helm of 

the businesses in December 2019 

and thereafter, added operational 

software solution capabilities 

through Tero Marine and COEX 

and further maritime knowledge 

solutions through Marlins and MTS. 

The subscription-based services 

that the group offers, include ship 

management, crew management 

and document management 

software solutions along-with 

competence assessment tools, 

accredited online maritime courses 

and the industry’s leading maritime 

learning library of digital content in 

various formats. 

Asked about what motivated him 

to spend what he describes as his 

‘lifetime’ in shipping, Manish explains: 

“I was born into it. As a third-

generation seafarer, I grew around 

ships and embraced this highly global 

view of the workplace and fell in 

love with the richness in variety and 

quality of challenge that comes with 

the shipping industry. As the popular 

adage goes, ‘without shipping (or 

seafarers), half the world would starve 

and the other would freeze’, so I feel 

as marine professionals we make a 

big difference.” 

Describing his proudest 

SMI talks to industry leaders and asks the question
How do you keep up with the rigours of the shipping industry?
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achievement, Manish says: “in my 

current role, the enablement that 

we bring to seafarers in particular, is 

the greatest motivation and sense of 

pride for me. We do this by helping 

the industry attract youngsters 

and equipping them to gain, 

demonstrate and apply proficiencies 

throughout their careers. There is 

a direct correlation between the 

work we do and the safety of life, 

environment, asset and property 

in the maritime world. With every 

accident or incident that we prevent, 

through improving decision making, 

we serve our purpose better.” 

Asked about the challenges 

maritime leaders face, he says: 

“We need more diversity of 

thought and expertise and to 

embrace a more global outlook 

rather than regional and relational 

protectionism. COVID has laid bare, 

how globally interdependent we 

are. The playbooks and strategies 

that have got us this far, won’t 

serve us hereafter. So, the highest 

performing maritime leaders will 

be brave and fast in disrupting 

established mindsets and operating 

models. A rapidly interconnected 

global fleet will unleash a new set of 

possibilities as well as challenges. 

Successful maritime leaders will 

focus their business and teams on 

the core purpose and strengths and 

will find progressive ways of working 

with long-term partners like us, to 

take more responsibilities within 

their success criteria.”

With a global network that spans 

‘from Tokyo in the east to Seattle 

in the west’, Manish talks about 

how he organises himself. “We are 

a digital-first team of Oceaneers 

and are taking an increasing ‘follow 

the sun’ approach to collaboration 

across our global footprint to 

achieve optimum performance. My 

days are rather long and typically 

begin with an early check-in with 

my fellow Oceaneers in Asia and 

then progresses through our various 

global hubs in Europe and Americas. 

Our customers and users move 

globally all the time, so we rely on 

our footprint to provide optimal 

responsiveness to the office-based 

as well as sea-going users.”  

When not consumed with all 

things shipping, Manish says he: 

“rides classic British motorcycles 

(slowly), plays Indian dhol (loudly) 

and recites folk poetry (out of 

tune)”. Manish and Tulika have been 

married for 22 years and live in the 

university town of Cambridge in 

England, with their two kids. l
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In the latest in our series of industry round table debates, SMI talks to Cyprus-
based leaders of the global ship management sector about the effect of the 
pandemic on the shipping industry and Cyprus in particular, as well as the future 
ahead for this dynamic maritime cluster as it looks to emerge into a brighter and 
altogether different future.  

Panellists were:  
Dieter Rohdenburg, CEO, Intership Navigation;  
Mark O’Neil, President and CEO Columbia Shipmanagement;  
Maurice Baker, Managing Director, Interorient Shipmanagement;  
Sunil Kapoor, Director, Fleet Ship Management;  
Eugen Adami, Managing Director, Mastermind Group;  
Thomas Kazakos, Director General, Cyprus Shipping Chamber;  
Alastair Evitt, Managing Director, V.Ships (Cyprus);  
Martina Meinders, Managing Director, Marin Shipmanagement.  
Moderated by Sean Moloney, Managing Director, Elaborate Communications.
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Sean Moloney 

Welcome ladies and gentlemen to 

our regular Cyprus Shipmanagement 

Round Table Debate. Due to the 

pandemic, we are holding the 

debate live albeit virtually, and, for 

the first time ever, in front of a live 

audience. Onto our first question: 

The strength and robustness of the 

Cyprus maritime cluster. How is it 

responding to the COVID issue and 

what measures need to be in place 

to drive future growth. Mark, may I 

have your thoughts?

Mark O’Neil
I don’t think it has reacted 

particularly differently from any 

other cluster or indeed shipping 

at large. What we have in Cyprus 

is several larger managers who 

have proven themselves to be 

very flexible and adaptive, who 

have invested in the technology, 

the people and the processes 

to enable them to cope with the 

COVID pandemic. When I said right 

at the start of this pandemic that I 

wouldn’t have wanted to have been 

a small operator or a small manager 

in this environment, without the 

resources to deploy, doesn’t mean 

of course that big is beautiful. There 

are plenty of smaller operators 

and managers who I am sure have 

coped equally well but I imagine 

it would have been hard. I think 

in Cyprus you have those larger 

operators and managers who have 

shown themselves to be incredibly 

resilient and incredibly flexible and 

have reacted very well. And one of 

the positives of COVID is that we 
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are much more battle-hardened for 

what lies ahead, because there’s no 

doubt that when you look at what’s 

happening in India, it really does call 

for incredible resilience and incredible 

flexibility because the whole logistics 

framework is thrown completely in the 

air and planning becomes incredibly 

difficult. I think Cyprus has proven 

its worth from a manager/operator 

flexibility point of view for sure.

Sean Moloney
Looking forward Mark, you’re talking 

about being battle hardened and 

certainly shipping has proven over the 

last year and a half how resilient it is, 

there’s no doubt about that, and that 

it gets things done. But when you’ve 

got that strength in expertise and 

depth in a place like Limassol, do you 

think the importance of clusters and 

ship management clusters are going 

to come to the fore as that part of 

the industry starts to look forward to 

growth?

Mark O’Neil
Yes. On this question, I don’t think 

Cyprus has done any better than any of 

the other maritime clusters; I think all 

of the maritime clusters with sufficient 

people power, resilience and flexibility 

have proven their worth. I think having 

our largest office in Cyprus has been a 

help insofar as we have been able to 

deploy the necessary resources and 

we always talk about the pressures, the 

strains of our seafarers which of course 

are always at the forefront in our 

minds. But the pressures and strains 

on our people in the office have been 

massive as well. At Columbia, we put 

in place a 24/7 mental health helpline 

for all our seafarers and all our office 

staff through a company called MHSS 

– thank goodness we did because I 

know for a fact that a lot of our staff 

have been using MHSS to give them 

that mental resilience to cope with the 

24/7 pressures of crew rotations, crew 

vaccinations etc., and the operational 

difficulties which have all been 

accentuated because of this crisis. 

I’m perhaps one of the greatest fans 

of the Cypriot people as far as their 

resilience and flexibility is concerned 

and the way they’re able to adapt has 

been amazing. I’m not sure had we had 

our head office in another jurisdiction, 

in answer to your question, we would 

have perhaps been able to cope as 

well as we have done.

Sean Moloney
Dieter let me bring you in on this 

question.

Dieter Rohdenburg
I would like to pick up on the word 

‘cluster’ Sean. We have so far focused 

on ship management but of course 

the Cyprus shipping cluster is a lot 

more than that. We have a very 

diversified cluster here apart from 

ship management and ship owning 

and I’m sure each have had their own 

challenges. I fully agree with Mark 

when it comes to the strength of the 

resident ship management and ship 

owning sectors, because we had 

all developed the necessary tools 

way before the pandemic struck, 

and I think most of us responded 

very well as a result. We have seen 

improvements in the shipping markets 

which also helps the cluster here. It 

is about the ability to perform better 

or to do things that you wouldn’t 

otherwise be able to do. And, of 

course, this cascades down into the 

wider industry; if ship owners are 

doing well, and if ship managers 

are doing well then this helps the 

entire cluster. Just maybe a couple of 

thoughts on what is the takeaway in 

all of this. I think for me as an industry 

we have been fighting and struggling, 

not only since the pandemic, but well 

before, to make ourselves known, 

to make ourselves understood that 

shipping is essential not only to trade 

but to peoples’ needs in their daily 

life. Last year shipping became a bit 

more visible; that it is driving world 

trade and is an essential part of our 

daily lives.

Sean Moloney
Martina, let me come onto you and 

get your views on the situation now 

and for the future post-COVID?

Martina Meinders
We are a medium-sized company and 

as Dieter has mentioned we have 

all had our challenges. We might 

not have those large resources like 

Columbia Ship Management, however, 

with the resources we have, we have 

Mark O’Neil
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managed the crew changes and 

pandemic here from our Cyprus office 

in a very good way. It has not been 

easy when it came to the crew change 

as travel regulations were constantly 

changing. You also have to look at the 

cost and some people, some ports 

or agents, were taking advantage of 

the situation. Transportation costs for 

the crew were sky high and PCR tests 

were getting extremely expensive. 

It’s a balance between keeping in 

line with budgets and keeping the 

owners happy.  

We quickly realised in Cyprus that 

it was possible to work from home, 

so we invested in digitalising the 

company. All in all, I have to say, 

we got through it all quite well as 

a medium-sized company and we 

hope that now with the global way 

the pandemic is going, that our 

seafarers manage to get vaccinated, 

otherwise I think it will be a very 

difficult next three months.

Sean Moloney
What issues and initiatives are top of 

the agenda as Cyprus looks to emerge 

stronger from the pandemic and 

what are the opportunities and the 

challenges facing Cyprus as a maritime 

cluster over the next 12-18 months?

Maurice Baker
Training is an area that has been 

highlighted as an opportunity that 

can take advantage of the current 

climate and beyond. An increase 

in training with the use of video 

conferencing whilst substantially 

reducing costs and creating 

convenience for crew – this medium 

for training has its disadvantages 

too with both course candidates and 

instructors appreciating the face-to-

face engagement that sitting in a 

class room or a workshop can offer. 

There has also been an increase in 

the number of providers offering 

computer-based training platforms 

and a focus which has brought to 

light a perceived lack of quality of 

some existing platforms which is 

now making for a more competitive 

market. When it comes to looking 

at the future opportunities and 

challenges, in order to help with 

not only dealing with today but 

also sustainable growth for the 

future, whilst still anticipating that 

the pandemic will be around for all 

of 2021 and probably for much of 

2022, we need a level playing field 

for owners, managers and operators 

to be able to not only effect crew Martina Meinders
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changes by applying a single standard 

but also allowing vessels to ply 

their trade in and out of ports. We 

are hearing that China will increase 

demands for only having vessels 

operate in their ports if crew have 

been vaccinated, which is OK, but the 

infrastructure isn’t in place on a global 

level yet, especially in key seafarer 

hubs such as the Philippines, India  

and Ukraine.

Eugen Adami
It was timely, but the Cyprus 

government launched an online 

public consultation programme 

across all stakeholders with the aim 

of understanding their most urgent 

medium and longer-term needs. 

The aim is to further integrate the 

marine and maritime stakeholders 

to drive blue growth. The three-

stage consultation process will be 

completed in June and the results 

will be used to finalise the new digital 

transformation roadmap and the 

new structure in the deputy ministry. 

When you ask what lessons have been 

learned from the past 18 months, 

the one that strikes out is to trust the 

seafarers more in their judgement. 

After all, they did run the ships 

mainly on their own without much 

physical supervision from the shore 

superintendents. Home office is a 

good tool and may help in the future 

to find a better work-life balance. The 

home office cannot, however, replace 

the interdepartmental information 

exchange within a shipping company. 

Certainly, there was an efficiency 

drop in the last 18 months. However, 

other digital tools taught us that they 

can be very useful. The future drivers 

are education. The increase of CO2 

molecules is not what is causing global 

warming. Our lifestyles are responsible 

to the extent that industries respond 

with machines and systems emitting 

CO2. It is interesting to note that to 

run the Bitcoin currency requires the 

same amount of electricity as that 

consumed by The Netherlands. The 

Cyprus cluster responded very quickly 

to the pandemic and proved its 

resilience by adopting new systems, 

tools and procedures. Most of these 

will remain and will help us be more 

competitive. Cyprus shipmanagers are 

well positioned to very quickly scale 

up their training centres to deliver 

new seafarers at higher standards. 

However, we predict that the crew 

shortage will be the biggest challenge 

post-COVID. 
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Alastair Evitt
The pandemic has shown that our, and 

most other, industries are adaptable 

and that to a greater or lesser degree, 

with developments in IT system 

technologies, flexible and remote 

working will become the new normal. 

Cyprus has the opportunity to further 

strengthen its maritime cluster by 

making the ‘social’ environment super 

attractive to businesses and their 

employees – the weather is guaranteed, 

the social infrastructure (housing and 

hospitality) is being improved daily 

and, although it could be better, it is 

not a swingeing tax regime and remains 

within the EU! It is predicted that we will 

continue to face COVID related crewing 

challenges through 2021 and, probably 

beyond.  Cyprus was quick to establish a 

safe corridor to their airports to facilitate 

safe crew changes. Cyprus has to build 

on these initiatives to be recognised 

as a sustainable crew change hub post 

COVID.  These initiatives do not only 

bring income to the island but they 

provide business and job opportunities 

at every level in the cluster. The Cyprus 

Government realises the importance of 

shipping to its economy and continues 

incentives like the Green Incentives 

Program – directly related to tonnage tax 

– which can only be morally and financially 

attractive.

Sean Moloney
So Alastair, in your view, what are 

the opportunities and the challenges 

facing Cyprus as a maritime cluster 

over the next 12-18 months?

Alastair Evitt
That Cyprus-based ship management 

companies continue to rely on 

imported expertise to man our fleet 

cells. One of Cyprus’s challenges will 

be to promote the maritime cluster 

as an attractive career path and to 

develop ‘home grown’ expertise. 

Through the prompt actions of the 

Deputy Shipping Ministry Cyprus 

has been recognised as a viable hub 

for the leisure industry in the advent 

of COVID. Cyprus must build and 

lever off this advantage to establish 

a sustainable presence. Likewise, the 

exploration for, and discovery of gas 

reserves in the East Mediterranean 

will present further opportunities to 

develop in the offshore sector. As 

each component of the maritime 

cluster develops so does the whole 

cluster – requiring support services 

at all levels and ensuring social 

resilience.

 

Sean Moloney
Thomas, welcome to today’s 

debate. Can you give the Chamber’s 

perspective on what are the 

opportunities and challenges facing 

Cyprus as a maritime cluster over the 

next 12 to 18 months?

Thomas Kazakos
Shipping is currently facing significant 

environmental challenges with the 

rapidly evolving environmental 

regulations by the International 

Maritime Organisation (IMO) aiming 

to decarbonise maritime transport, 

with a target of reducing total 

emissions from international shipping 

by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 

2008 and the European Union under 

the European Emissions Trading 

System (EU ETS). The Cyprus Shipping 

Chamber, due to its wide membership 

and active participation at various 

regional and international shipping 

associations and organisations, such 

as the International Chamber of 

Shipping (ICS) and the European 

Community Shipowners’ Associations 

(ECSA), is able to follow and 

contribute substantially to discussions 

held at high level, on a number of 

critical environmental regulatory 

issues that will have a profound 

impact on the future structure of the 

global shipping industry. Even though 

the Cyprus shipping industry’s current 

priority is its economic recovery and 

viability, once recovery is reached, 

shipping will continue its significant 

efforts to grow, to become even 

‘greener’ as well as to continue its 

digital transformation. The pandemic 

showed that that investing more in the 

fields of technology and innovation 

is an essential and vital move for 

companies to keep up with an 

increasingly competitive and changing 

environment. The development of 

new technologies, through increased 

automation and digitalisation, by 

obtaining and utilising the shipping 

big data from ship operations, will 

transform the industry and improve 

business processes. These new 

technologies can create opportunities 

like increased efficiency, safety 

in shipping operations, future 

improvement in ship design and 

increased environmental performance 

but at the same time they create 

new challenges like protection from 

cyber-attacks. Improved shipping 

services will result in increasing overall 

international trade. 

Cyprus shipping will be able to play 

a central role in the recovery and 

stabilisation of the Cyprus economy if 
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given the necessary support from the State. Important 

issues include crew changes – the vaccination of seafarers 

and essential maritime personnel. Here, the CSC and 

shipping industry urges the Cyprus Government to 

proceed with the earliest vaccinations of Cypriot resident 

seafarers and cadets and key personnel in the Cyprus 

ports. Referring to the issue of a shipping or transport 

finance bank, a financial institution for the shipping and 

transport sector which would allocate funding aligned 

with the Green Deal and provide competitive ship finance 

to resident shipping companies, will for sure, work as 

a substantial counter balance to other current threats 

and problems for Cyprus Shipping such as the Turkish 

ban and Brexit. This bank/lending institution will not be 

involved in retail banking services, so it won’t cause any 

competitiveness issues with the traditional local banks 

and should also cover other modes of transport such as 

aviation.  It can be structured and operated under Private 

Law with the sole shareholder being the State in order to 

be flexible and competitive.

When it comes to the Shipping Deputy Ministry, 

the Cyprus Maritime Administration is even more 

modern, efficient and industry-focused, and thus, even 

more business friendly to Cyprus-related shipping 

companies. But it needs to accelerate its efforts to 

digitalise and automate its operations and services 

offered to shipping companies, which will further 

upgrade the services offered, so that Cyprus shipping 

becomes even more competitive. What is expected 

from the Maritime Administration but also from the 

State is further support to the shipping sector and 

targeted actions, especially now that the industry is 

facing the economic consequences of the coronavirus 

pandemic, in order to be able to utilise its potentials, 

which will have a direct and significant benefit to the 

Cyprus economy.

Sean Moloney
But Thomas, what about the Turkish ban?

Thomas Kazakos
The Turkish embargo on Cyprus ships is a long-

standing issue that acts as a constant negative factor 

for the further development of Cyprus shipping (both 

for existing Cyprus based shipping companies, as 

well as new shipping companies being established 

in Cyprus in the form to setting-up headquarters). 

The CSC has been lobbying at EU level through 
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its membership at the European 

Community Shipowners Associations 

(ECSA) and ICS on a global basis, 

aiming at lifting this illegal ban for the 

benefit of world trade and shipping, 

as well as Turkey and Cyprus. 

Sean Moloney
The issue of seafarer vaccinations has 

been raised and it is an important 

and emotive subject. Alastair, let me 

just get your views on this: start that 

conversation a little bit on that vaccine 

issue there, as far as the Indian variant is 

concerned and maybe the likely impact.

Alastair Evitt
Before I go onto the vaccine Sean, I 

just want to focus a little bit on the 

cluster and I mean it’s been framed 

very well by the previous participants. 

But one thing I would just like to 

highlight is the support that we’ve 

actually had locally from the Deputy 

Ministry and from the Cyprus Shipping 

Chamber. Being part of the V,Group 

I’ve been able to see how I’ve been 

affected locally compared to other 

group offices. I would like to focus at 

the start of the pandemic the support 

that we got from the government 

and the Cyprus Shipping Chamber to 

bring back superintendents that were 

stranded abroad and that was right 

on day one. Recently the Ministry of 

Health and the Cyprus government 

put an initiative in place to vaccinate 

travelling superintendents, which 

I’ve not seen anywhere else. The 

Cyprus Deputy Ministry has supported 

Cyprus as a crew-change hub and 

has advocated the vaccines. They’re 

probably one of the first countries 

to categorise our colleagues at sea 

as keyworkers but only recently to 

categorise shipping companies as 

key industries in Cyprus, so we’ve 

been able to keep our offices open 

to a greater or larger degree. And 

I’m actually calling in from Athens 

believe it or not I actually got on an 

aeroplane on Monday and was able 

to fly to Athens. I fly back on Friday 

but having been vaccinated, having 

been tested, we’ve been able to 

keep our businesses open. All of the 

ship managers have focused on the 

technology to keep their businesses 

going and I would say thank you to 

the Cyprus Shipping Chamber and 

thank you to the Deputy Ministry 

because they’ve given us facilities that 

have allowed us to do that.

Now we can come onto vaccines 

and I couldn’t agree more that the 

way forward is vaccinations. And 

everybody who has been following 

the news after the last few days has 
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started to see that the US has opened 

up a number of ports and is giving 

free of charge, on-shore Johnson & 

Johnson vaccinations to seafarers – 

fantastic. The Netherlands announced 

today that it is doing so; Poland has 

announced that it is doing so. India 

has announced in the middle of the 

absolute crisis that it is going through 

that it will vaccinate seafarers. Manilla 

has upped seafarers in the ranking 

to key staff. So, I would like to say 

that the snowball has started to roll 

and may the snowball continue to 

grow and grow and grow Sean. The 

IMO and WHO have not moved fast 

enough to support seafarers and 

therefore the industry has to look after 

itself. And I’m very pleased to say 

that through the vaccination group, 

InterManager, and Kuba Szymanski 

have done a great job working with 

ICS following that. We’re looking at 

what we can do within the bounds 

of law and with the support of 

governments to what we can do to 

get our seafarers vaccinated. And 

I think the point is the snowball is 

starting to roll Sean – long may it 

roll, and we’ve all got to support our 

colleagues at sea.

Sean Moloney
Captain Adami, let me get your views 

on this. 

Eugen Adami
Thank you, Sean. So, let me just go a 

little bit back to what we have done 

here in Cyprus to keep shipping 

moving.  Very early on, it was declared 

here in Cyprus that we were allowed 

to do crew changes and to bring in 

service engineers. This was a great 

move by the government, creating a 

safe corridor from the crew change 

to the airport and to be able to get 

people in and out. The shipyards here 

in Cyprus and the local workshops 

have upscaled their capabilities and 

are doing great. I think the cluster 

mechanism with the support of the 

government has really worked and 

in a nutshell we became a very small 

copy of Singapore with regards to 

services in front of our shores. Yes of 

course it’s key that we need to get 

vaccinated but I think at the same 

time when we talk about vaccination 

we should also think about proof of 

vaccination. How will it help us at 

the end of the day, when a certain 

authority denies that we have been 

vaccinated because where is the proof 

that you have been vaccinated? Do we 

Alastair Evitt
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have an international stamp or paper 

which really says we are vaccinated? 

Of course we can go with our 

international vaccination book from 

the World Health Organisation but 

the way the vaccination programmes 

are happening, means the guys who 

vaccinate don’t have time to put a 

stamp in your yellow book. I think 

this is definitely a problem for the 

seafarers who sign-on in the future.

Sean Moloney
Mark, let me just bring you in on the 

vaccine issue and I know with your 

work there with InterManager, that 

this is such a crucial issue here. What 

solutions can be found? You’ve got 

Cyprus here where its proposal for 

a vaccination programme has been 

adopted by the ILO; the Minister is 

very keen for that to happen and 

then you’ve got other governments 

vaccinating seafarers but we also see 

a little bit of inertia in governments 

like the UK. 

Mark O’Neil
First of all I think Cyprus has done 

a terrific job as Eugen and Dieter 

and Martina have all said; I think it’s 

been refreshing. I’ve sort of torn my 

hair out, what little hair I’ve got left, 

over this whole vaccine issue partly 

because I think what we’re seeing is 

bureaucratic inability to get this issue 

resolved. The point is that shipping just 

doesn’t appear on most government’s 

domestic radar and you talked about 

the Ever Given, that was the first time 

that certainly my teenager children had 

ever focused on shipping, despite the 

fact I’ve been involved in it all my life; 

nobody really knows about shipping, 

is aware of shipping or frankly cares for 

shipping because as an industry we’ve 

been inept in coming together and 

working together to raise the PR profile 

of shipping so that people actually 

understand that 90% of the goods 

they order or they see in the shops are 

transported by shipping. We have to 

raise the profile of shipping and get it 

into the minds of everybody, including 

the young. If we do that then come 

the next pandemic, which surely will 

happen and this one is far from over, 

we will be able to deal much better. I 

was disappointed actually and as part 

of InterManager, we do participate 

in industry association meetings with 

governments and with various UN 

institutions and when you look at the 

understandable bureaucratic hoops that 

have to be jumped through and the red 

tape that has to be cut, you realise that 

there is never going to be a solution 

to this because there is this vaccine 

nationalism and this is really a very febrile 

political atmosphere that we’re in. I think 

India is throwing this to the fore where 

COVID has really accentuated the ‘haves’ 

and the ‘have nots’ of the rich and the 

poor and I think this will only become 

more and more accentuated as we go 

forward. It’s an unfortunate truism isn’t 

it that the poorest nations supply the 

majority of the seafarers and the poorer 

nations are at the bottom of the vaccine 

food chain and therefore, if we leave this 

to national governments, despite their 

best efforts, our seafarers are going to 

be last in that food chain to  

get vaccinated.

We as InterManager have tried to act 

outside while we’re supporting the 

good work of the other associations in 

working with the IMO and working with 

the WHO etc. We have also recognised 

that this is going nowhere fast. So, we’re 

kind of acting as a maverick insofar as 

we’re trying to rattle cages and shake 

trees that perhaps those other industry 

associations can’t do. I tasked our Head 

of Crewing here, Norman Schmiedl 

who is an incredibly entrepreneurial 

and enterprising young man, and I said, 

“Right, find me a solution. Speak to 

Johnson & Johnson, find out what we 

can do and how we can do it.” Within 

half a day he had an order for a million 

vaccines at a cost of £22 million and 

Johnson & Johnson said, “Yes, we can 

give you those in a month if you have 

a government that is able to act as a 

conduit or a facilitator through which 

you place that order.” But the ridiculous 

situation is that despite the platitudes 

that we hear from everybody about 

how great governments are being, we 

haven’t got a single government who is 

seemingly willing to stand up and say, 

“We’ll be the conduit for that.” We’re 

not even asking governments to use 

their own vaccines or to pay for anything, 

we’re simply saying, “Just allow us to 

order through you.” I would like to see 

what better step for global Britain or 

indeed our dear Cyprus to actually say, 

“We’ll stand up; we’ll make that order. 

You get the money together, we’ll make 

that order, Johnson & Johnson supply 

the vaccines.”  We can allocate seven 
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hubs around the world and we can get 

the one-shot vaccine which is the only 

answer, subject of course to Eugen’s 

very relevant comment about proof of 

vaccination, but we can’t ride all these 

horses at the same time; we have to 

actually ride one and then the rest will fall 

into place so that would be fantastic and 

let’s see what happens. This snowball that 

Alastair talked about, yes it is starting, 

but in three months’ time we’re going 

to hit a far worse situation than the Ever 

Given ever was because we’re going to 

have vessels stopping because crews 

will not be vaccinated, we’ll have COVID 

outbreaks on board and we won’t be able 

to rotate. This is a big crisis that is around 

the corner for us unless we get to grips 

with this quickly.

Sunil Kapoor
This COVID pandemic continues to 

cause disruption and havoc around 

the world and it seems to be shifting 

its base from place to place, from 

China to Europe to US and now to 

India where many thousands of people 

are dying every day. It seems to be 

evolving more serious variants and 

everybody is running around talking 

about new versions of vaccines. People 

did not co-operate in terms of fighting 

this pandemic together, but this lesson 

has been learnt and I would say that 

we are taking many initiatives such 

as signing this Neptune Declaration. 

But one of the lessons which we have 

learnt  is that the virus can be defeated 

somewhere, only when it is defeated 

everywhere. It shows us the terrible 

folly of pretending that we can achieve 

security and in isolation within the waters 

of culture, class or religion. The Cyprus 

government managed the pandemic 

quite well, there were lockdowns. 

However, quite a few shipping 

companies were able to perform and 

work with a reduced manpower. We, 

along with others, lobbied regarding 

the role superintendents play in running 

the day to day activities in the shipping 

offices and also on the shipping 

companies and we were lucky that all 

of our superintendents were vaccinated 

much ahead of the rest of the people. 

We have started taking advantage of 

the vaccination programme in the US 

and have set up the vaccination protocol 

and all the ships which are going to the 

US are encouraging their people to get 

vaccinated. The preferred vaccination 

is Johnson & Johnson because it is the 

one dose; we do not have to wait for the 

crew to come back again or need to buy 

and keep the second dose on the ship. 

Initially crew were hesitant but with the 

success of this vaccination programme in 

the US, we feel by the end of this month 

or so, 90 of our ships will be vaccinated 

with Johnson & Johnson. The Seafarers’ 

Mission is taking a lead and most of 

these vaccinations are being done free 

of cost. The Chinese crew who are 

joining our ships are vaccinated and all 

of a sudden they are in higher demand 

and their salaries have also gone up 

because everybody today wants the 

ships to be run by the safe crew and also 

to have the flexibility for them to travel 

up and down. In India we are trying to 

push the vaccination programme but it 

is not easy and all of us are doing so, 

being a donor suddenly they have run 

out of the vaccine so it’s not easy to 

get the Indian seafarers vaccinated and 

moreover they have these two doses 

so they need to wait so it has to be a 

very consolidated effort.

Sean Moloney
Lady and gentlemen, thank you for 

your time today. l
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Cyprus shipping has proved 

resilient over the past 14 

months as it has joined others 

in grappling with the after-effects of 

the COVID pandemic. And according 

to Vassilios Demetriades, the island’s 

Shipping Deputy Minister, shipping has 

managed to maintain the status quo 

when it comes to the extent of its fiscal 

contribution to the broader economy.

But where the island has excelled 

compared with its international 

counterparts, is understanding the 

role and commitment played by 

seafarers, whether it was through the 

support of vaccination programmes 

or by being one of the first countries 

to define seafarers as key workers and 

therefore being able to prioritise them 

for repatriation. As the Deputy Minister 

told SMI, more than 12,000 seafarers 

have been repatriated from Cypriot 

ports and airports since last May. “I 

think it’s a number worth mentioning 
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and of course while many countries are 

still facing the second very powerful 

wave of the pandemic, crew changes 

are always possible here,” he said.  

Vaccinating the world’s 

seafarers is something that has 

been enthusiastically pushed by 

the shipping industry at large, with 

ship managers at the forefront of 

the call for the industry to act.  And 

a resolution for a global seafarer 

vaccination programme proposed by 

the Cyprus Shipping Deputy Ministry 

(SDM) was officially adopted by the 

International Labour Organization 

(ILO). The resolution was agreed at 

the Fourth Meeting of the Special 

Tripartite Committee of the Maritime 

Labour Convention, 2006 – Part I 

and calls for a mapping exercise 

to identify the number of vaccines 

required for seafarers ashore at 

seafarer supplying countries.

The resolution builds upon 

the proposal for a global seafarer 

vaccination programme presented 

by Cyprus earlier this year to the 

International Maritime Organisation 

(IMO) Secretary-General, the 

International Chamber of Shipping, 

and the European Union. It is a 

concrete step in identifying the 

magnitude of the vaccination 

challenge and then proceeding 

collectively with more decisive 

action, working with the World 

Health Organisation (WHO) and 

pharmaceutical companies to secure 

sufficient vaccines for seafarers.

The approach requires social 

partners, in consultation with 

shipowners’ and seafarers’ organisations 

and in coordination with governments 

and the IMO, to undertake a mapping 

exercise to identify the number 

of vaccines required for seafarers 

ashore. In addition, governments and 

shipowners’ and seafarers’ organizations 

are invited to formulate a resolution, 

communicating to all relevant UN bodies 

the need for a collective approach to 

secure the number of vaccines identified.

Regarding the adoption of 

the resolution, Deputy Minister 

Demetriades, said at the time: “The 

challenge of facilitating crew changes 

has had a significant impact on the 

mental and physical well- 
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being of seafarers and safety of vessels over the past year. 

Cyprus has always been dedicated to social responsibility 

and taking a proactive approach to the global challenges 

faced by shipping. We were determined to find a realistic 

approach to a global seafarer vaccination programme and 

are extremely pleased to see our draft resolution accepted 

by the ILO.

“I am encouraged by the adoption of this Resolution 

and my next step is to engage in active conversations 

with the International Chamber of Shipping and the 

International Transport Workers’ Federation to define the 

way forward and put this plan into action. We look forward 

to working collaboratively to accelerate this resolution, 

finally delivering the support which our international key 

workers need and deserve.”

Despina Panayiotou Theodosiou, Co-CEO of Tototheo 

Maritime, said that while individual nations may recognise 

seafarers and make it easier for them to travel and have 

vaccinations, “we must remember that shipping is global. 

Some countries supply the majority of the millions of 

seafarers needed for the global fleet, but these seafarers, 

by the definition of their work, may be asked to travel 

worldwide when they join and leave their places of work”. 

This ‘can do’ approach by Cyprus was one of the tools 

that attracted some of the top cruise shipping companies 

to include Limassol for the first time as a home port for their 

cruises for this summer, or to include Cyprus as a destination 

in their routes.  According to Deputy Minister Demetriades, 

this puts Cyprus on the map of cruises ports for this 

summer which will benefit the economy.  “If you have all 

these tourists arriving on a weekly basis on the island, 

experiencing the services of the island, this is something 

that, while not directly maritime related, will enable Cyprus 

to capitalise on, certainly as far as the way it has handled 

the pandemic and the way it has served the crew members 

and seafarers. It was one part of the equation that all these 

Cyprus has always been dedicated
to social responsibility and taking a
proactive approach to the global
challenges faced by shipping
Vassilios Demetriades
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big cruise companies evaluated, and which helped them to 

decide to include Cyprus in their plans.”

“The government has acted fast and prudently in 

line with the guidelines of the EC and the World Health 

Organisation”, said Marios Phidia, Deputy CEO at Marsh. 

“The three waves have been combatted primarily with 

quarantines, rapid tests and later on by the vaccines. 

I consider that the worse is behind us and that we are 

recovering the bet into and norm fast enough. The island 

will continue growing at a good pace in all important 

areas, tourism, investments and services. The top priority 

is to fast forward our tourism industry. While it has been 

supported by the government, the external factors 

impacting it have not been overcome.”

Overall, the Cyprus maritime cluster is responding 

very well to the ever-changing Covid situation, added 

Mike Dobson, Group Commercial Director at Matrix Ship 

Management. “By careful planning and stringent testing 

regimes, we have not had any cancelled sailings due to 

Covid on any of our vessels and we have also not had any 

Covid outbreaks onboard our managed vessels either. Being 

prepared is key to future growth, to ensure when additional 

passenger services open-up around the world that we are 

ready to react and assist.”

Touching on the issue of vaccines, Mr Dobson is not 

as upbeat: “Unfortunately, Cyprus, as is the same for most 

of the European countries, has been quite slow with the 

roll-out of vaccinations due to limited supply.  The Cyprus 

Shipping Chamber was particularly helpful in creating a 

priority list, for shipping company superintendents to get 

vaccinated to help restart their global travel and hopefully 

this will also roll on to the Cyprus based seafarers next.

“As we are hopefully nearing an end of this current 

global pandemic, vaccinations will be key to fully restarting 

the global economy.  Whilst vaccinations will be a personal 

choice, how long will it be before airlines, countries, 

maybe even employers, make the alternative to remaining 

unvaccinated perhaps nearly impossible to fly, move freely 

or work.

The Cyprus government will hopefully work hard to open 

up travel corridors with EU, UK, USA and Asia to ensure that 

the marine cluster can maintain its edge over other shipping 

to hubs, he opined.

But what lessons have been learned from the past 

18 months? Mike Dobson again: “Control and caution 

have been keywords over the past 18 months.  Without 

strict guidelines in place, we would not have been able 

to maintain our services to our clients at the levels they 

have grown to expect, but at the same time, without our 

excellent crew able to follow those guidelines, we would 

certainly have faced major issues.

“The lack of travel has shown us that it is perhaps not as 

essential to travel as frequently as we had previously been 

doing and we have all had to learn to work remotely, both 

in our routine daily operations, but also in terms of remote 

inspections, surveys and audits.

Control and caution have been keywords over the past 
18 months.  Without strict guidelines in place, we would 
not have been able to maintain our services to our 
clients at the levels they have grown to expect
Mike Dobson, Group Commercial Director, Matrix Ship Management
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“One of the sad lessons we have learned is that despite 

the obvious evidence to the contrary, seafarers are still not 

deemed essential workers in many countries. The marine 

industry influencers must work hard now to change that 

status to fully recognise that seafarers and those involved in 

keeping ships running are essential workers,” he said.

Cyprus has been quick to adapt the EU Directives on 

COVID assistance, according to Sylvia Loizides, Board 

Member and Head of Audit at KPMG in Cyprus, “and the 

Deputy Ministry has been very supportive in providing 

uninterrupted guidance throughout the pandemic”.

The pandemic has proved to be a new reality she said 

and while everyone craves human interaction, “we have 

all learned to do business remotely. The island is very 

keen to see its Cyprus Maritime Week happen as face-to-

face interaction generates business,” she said. But there 

has been an increase in companies that require proof of 

business substance, looking to Cyprus because of the 

infrastructure that exists there. Business substance has 

become one of the most important tools for international 

tax planning. Establishing an economic substance in 

Cyprus is a mandatory vehicle that can be used to 

eliminate suspicions regarding tax avoidance from local 

and international authorities. International authorities and 

governments have become more aware and have increased 

their efforts and mechanisms to fight tax avoidance.

Tax Advantages of a Cyprus Company are many and 

the entity is a flexible and powerful vehicle for multinational 

corporations for multiple reasons. The legal and corporate 

tax regime of Cyprus allows registered companies to reduce 

worldwide tax, enjoy various exemptions and deductions on 

their income or expenditure. Companies related to Maritime 

or Intellectual Property holdings, benefit from special tax 

treatments designed for those fields. Also holding company 

structures could benefit an international organisation, 

reducing tax and operational costs.

• Corporate tax rate at 12.5% on profit

• Dividend participation exemption

• Exemption on disposal of securities (e.g. shares, 

 bonds, debentures)

• No withholding taxes on dividend, interest and 

 royalty payments abroad

• No capital gains tax (except for disposal of real 

 estate in Cyprus or shares of company holding real 

 estate in Cyprus to the extent gains is attributable 

 to the real estate holding)

• Notional interest deduction for investments into 

 Cyprus companies

• Tonnage tax for shipping companies

• More than 60 double tax treaties

• No succession taxes

• Attractive IP regime

As Sylvia stressed, while the growth profile of maritime 

business looking to Cyprus continues to revolve around 

ship owning and ship management companies, “we 

are increasingly seeing charterers coming through and 
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chartering operators because the 

regime is applicable to them as 

well. Our tonnage tax laws have 

opened up the eligibility of ancillary 

services companies to apply, so 

you see companies that wouldn’t 

traditionally look at Cyprus, 

considering Cyprus, such as oil and 

gas and cruise companies.”

Looking at the growth 

opportunities for the cluster, Cyprus 

has been quite circumspect in its 

marketing approach; trying to be 

an attraction to all rather than to 

just one. And according to Deputy 

Minister Demetriades, it is about 

having a multifaceted approach: “in 

the sense that we do not target one 

specific market, but we open our 

doors to ship owners from Greece as 

well as to companies and individuals 

from other UK, European and Asian 

markets.  And all of this with a greater 

focus on the environment.”

Cyprus is entering the ‘green era’ 

by introducing a host of incentives to 

encourage and reward shipowners 

who opt for lower emissions by their 

vessels or use alternative drives, 

such as dual-fuel ‘hybrid’ ships. This 

could be an incentive for foreign-

flag ships to switch to the Cyprus 

register, especially if they use LNG 

with the category of ‘alternative’ fuels 

benefitting from a discount of up to 

30% off their tonnage tax.

“We want to reward shipowners 

who are already working to reduce 

emissions or are trying out new 

technologies towards sustainable 

shipping efforts,” Deputy Minister 

Demetriades was quoted as saying in 

the local media. 

Under the initiative, annual 

tonnage tax will be reduced by 

up to 30% for each vessel that 

demonstrates proactive measures 

to reduce its environmental impact, 

ensuring shipowners are rewarded for 

sustainable shipping efforts.

The new incentive scheme 

is part of a global drive towards 
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decarbonisation and provides a ‘discount’ on its tonnage 

tax system by comparing what emissions reductions are 

required of a vessel, with what it actually achieves.

Deputy Minister Demetriades said in a statement that 

such incentives “will encourage greater environmental 

sustainability across the industry while also enhancing 

Maritime Europe’s competitive advantage in new green 

technologies…this creates opportunities for jobs and 

growth, providing a first-mover advantage to the EU 

shipping industry.”

The incentives are based on three pillars: Energy 

Efficiency Design Index – vessels that have achieved a 

further reduction of their attained EEDI compared to the 

required EEDI (Regulation 20 / MARPOL Annex VI) will 

obtain the respective annual tonnage tax rebate of 5% to 

25%; IMO DCS – the environmental incentive relating to the 

IMO Data Collection System (DCS) applies to ships of 5,000 

gross tonnes and above that comply with Regulation 22A 

of MARPOL Annex VI. Ships which demonstrate reduction 

of the total fuel oil consumption in relation to the distance 

travelled, compared to the immediately previous reporting 

period, will obtain an annual tonnage tax rebate of 10% 

to 20%; alternative fuels – vessels using an alternative fuel 

and achieving CO2 emission reductions of at least 20% 

in comparison with traditional fuels will receive a rebate 

on annual tonnage tax of between 15% and 30%. This will 

be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, following review of 

documents submitted from a class society.

However, the ministry said that any vessel detained 

for any reason during port state control (PSC) inspections, 

that violates any European Commission regulation related 

to the environmental protection, or in laid-up condition 

(warm or cold) during the calendar year will not be eligible 

for the incentive.

Looking to the position of the Cyprus flag as a member 

of the white lists of the Paris and Tokyo MOUs, he paid 

tribute to the flag’s service levels as well as the attractive tax 

regimes which have recently received three years’ approval 

by Brussels. The country is adding additional operational 

business benefits, all part of a wider policy to reopen and 

reenergise the economy.

“So, why I’m saying all this is to emphasise that our 

focus is not only addressed at Greece or the UK but it goes 

beyond all of that. We have been running a consultation 

now for a long-term vision for Cyprus shipping under the 

heading SEA, where S stands for sustainably, E stands for 

extrovert and A for adaptability.  What we are trying to 

do is to add on the three elements of safety, quality and 

fiscal incentives and approach that Cyprus should be in the 

forefront of being more sustainable and more extrovert. 
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Through these strategies we have a consultation now with 

the global shipping community because we would like them 

to tell us how we can contribute to global policies, or to EU 

policies.,” he said.

“Cyprus is a resilient country, and we are strong-willed,” 

said Despina Panayiotou Theodosiou. “This, of course, 

gives us the character to weather the storms we have had 

to, and perhaps will, face. The COVID-19 pandemic has hit 

all societies hard, but we will rebound from this, I am sure. 

But we will have to ensure we can recover with lessons 

learned and our determination strengthened. We have seen 

how Cyprus has been able to position itself from a global 

perspective and gain respect in doing so. Our response to 

the COVID-19 pandemic has been a learning curve as we 

saw society, in general, learn more about the virus and what 

it can do.   

“So, I think we are in a position now to put ourselves, as 

a country, into the mindset to drive future growth. We are 

pragmatic optimists and believers in ourselves and others. 

We have seen some very positive governmental action that 

underscores this and makes sure that we show our belief in 

our global future,” she added.

What issues and initiatives are top of the agenda as 

Cyprus looks to emerge stronger from the pandemic?  

Despina Panayiotou Theodosiou, again: “There are 

several initiatives we are undertaking in Cyprus that will 

enhance our maritime sector. On the one hand, there is 

the push by the government to make the shipping industry 

much more visible. This is not just something for the global 

industry, but here in Cyprus as well.   

“Our national endeavours to attract young girls and 

boys into the industry has increased. It is only by taking this 

grassroots approach that we can bring new ideas and new 

energy into our changing industry.

“Over the past 18 months we have learned that we 

can survive, but patience is needed, and it is strange 

how quickly we can adapt to a new normal. This has 

included a deeper trust in technology and our own 

resilience. I know we have all missed meeting colleagues 

and industry friends, and we have missed travelling. 

In general, we have worked together to overcome 

the challenges of the pandemic, both nationally and 

internationally. Still, I feel we have also seen where 

words alone can be meaningless.  

“Far too often, we have seen political platitudes and 

arguments worldwide that resulted in a stalled recovery. 

We must realise that we all have responsibilities, both in 

helping to reduce the global risks associated with COVID-19 
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and the other significant risk related to the need for global, 

local, and personal awareness of sustainability and climate 

change,” she added.

What are the opportunities and the challenges facing 

Cyprus as a maritime cluster over the next 12-18 months? 

“Cyprus is on a collaborative journey through some of our 

current work and more recent efforts, such as our Shipping 

Ministry’s open consultation. Our country has a chance to 

lead through example, and I see us beginning to do that. 

We have the passion and the skills embedded in our culture 

and spirit to ensure that the global maritime industry and 

its various clusters and subsectors can thrive. To thrive may 

mean realigning our strategic direction, and we may need 

to do that quickly,” Ms Theodosiou said.  

“So, the opportunity is there. But we need to lead 

the way by being confident of our future, and the only 

way to do that is to collaborate, both within the Cyprus 

cluster and internationally. On a global political and 

corporate scale, we need competitive collaboration or 

collaborative competition. l
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The rapid spread of COVID-19 has had a major impact 

on the global economy with the social distancing 

measures and the slump in demand for goods 

having a ripple effect on everything, including the shipping 

industry. A sentiment widely shared across all European 

countries as well as all of the other developed markets 

worldwide, is that despite the social distancing measures, 

we should by all means keep the economy going. The 

Cyprus government tried to balance between keeping the 

economy and employment at satisfactory levels, while at 

the same time continuously adjusting the social distancing 

measures to contain the spread of the virus and safeguard 

the health system. 

Specifically, on the measures taken relating to the 

local shipping industry, the local ports and terminals 

remained open for business to make sure food and 

goods kept flowing. The Shipping Deputy Ministry’s 

(SDM) response to the pandemic, included deferral 

of payment deadlines for tonnage tax and annual 

maintenance fees, the extension of validity of certain 

certificates and the possibility of remote audits. It is 

also important to mention that SDM remained fully 

operational and continued to provide its’ clients its’ 

services without any interruption.

As in almost all sectors, same in the shipping sector, we 

are currently witnessing the acceleration towards digital 

and technological advancements. This does not mean we 

will soon see autonomous vessels navigating the waters, 

but it is certain that there will be increased investments 

in freight technologies, in companies providing data 

analysis, artificial intelligence software, supply chain 

management and more services to be provided 

electronically. Cyprus SDM’s reaction in relation to the 

technological advancements, was to accelerate the use 

of digital technologies. A few examples of digital services 

include the electronic verification of certificates issued by 

the Cypriot registry, the electronic submission of seafarers’ 

applications and the acceptance of electronic deck 

logbooks, whereas the online ship registration process and 

other services are coming soon. 

What has become clear from the pandemic is that the 

government authorities need to speed up in reducing 

bureaucracy in all public departments. The SDM has 

already taken the signal and has started providing some 

By Kyriakos Christodoulou, Associate Partner, Shipping Sector Leader, EY Cyprus
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digital solutions to ship owners and operators to 

save time and new electronic services are expected 

to be introduced over the next few months that will 

enhance data entry, cut red tape and reduce human 

error in a paper-less environment.

We should also not forget that even before 

COVID-19, shipping was already dealing with several 

challenges such as the impact from IMO 2020 sulphur 

cap, trade sanctions, onshoring, cyber security and 

significant shift in demand cycles to name a few. 

Therefore, the shipping industry shall take a step back 

and considering availability of financial resources, 

legal, regulatory and safety issues will need to select 

how to integrate decarbonisation, digitalisation and 

other challenges into the industry in a more joined-up 

and technologically driven sector.

The future of shipping in Cyprus
Cyprus is an already a well-established maritime 

cluster. This has been achieved as a result of the 

island’s historic origins as a shipping nation in the 

crossover of three continents as well as through 

its various competitive advantages such as its EU 

approved tonnage tax system, business friendly 

environment, legal system closely modelled on 

its British counterpart, highly skilled professionals 

in various shipping related professions as well as 

excellent weather conditions and safe and easy for 

a family to live and raise kids. Adding to the above, 

the state’s commitment to the industry over time, has 

resulted in Cyprus becoming the EU’s top third-party 

ship management centre and one of the largest 

worldwide. It is also worth mentioning that the Cyprus 

fleet ranks 11th in ship registration globally. 

As a recognised international shipping centre, 

Cyprus participates in various shipping organisations 

and committees  - such as the IMO where Cyprus 

has been a Council member since 1987, the EU, 

EMSA, etc. It has also done tripartite meetings 

with Greece and Malta and bilateral meetings with 

shipping nations such as China, Singapore, the UK 

and Poland. We have also seen visits of the Deputy 

Minister to Lisbon and the Netherlands. Visiting 

and cooperating with other clusters is an important 

element of the Ministry’s promotional strategy. This 

includes strengthening the relationships with existing 

clients but also exploring opportunities for new clients 

from international shipping clusters. The cooperation 

with other clusters also helps the collaboration in 

certain areas of common interest such as blue growth, 

innovation, marine spatial planning, crew changes 

issues and the industry’s ongoing efforts to reduce its 

carbon footprint.

A key element of SDM’s current growth strategy 

is to safeguard and enhance the competitive 

advantages and improve the quality of its traditional 

services. But while the cluster is continuously growing 

from its traditional services, another equally important 

element of the strategy where the growth will come 

in the next years, is to attract more ship owners 

and more companies involved in other maritime-

related services such as chartering, bunkering, 

brokerage, shipping insurance, maritime technology, 

telecommunication services and procurement 

services. In formation of its revised strategy, the SDM 

has recently announced a public campaign where it 

has invited the shipping community to provide their 

thoughts and ideas in four areas; Environmental 

Sustainability, Digital Transformation, Global 

Persisting Challenges (Social Issues & Piracy) and 

Issues of Local and Regional Interest. The subjects 

of this public consultation are an indication how the 

state sees the future of shipping in Cyprus.

Having said the above, it is critical to understand 

that no growth strategy can be sustainable without 

local maritime professionals. And we are excited to 

see that various local universities and especially the 

three relatively newly established maritime academies 

are active in offering shipping related education. 

There is also increased activity in awareness 

campaigns for youth and initiatives taken to 

encourage maritime & blue studies targeting mainly 

secondary school students. 

At EY, we are proud that our team is constantly 

growing together with our clients, thus developing a 

dedicated and highly specialized shipping practice 

in Cyprus. With more than 50 industry experts locally 

and our ability to tap into our global network, we are 

proud to be in a position to provide clients with high 

quality audit, tax services, regulatory and business 

transformation, in line with their digital journey as 

well as other consulting services uniquely tailored to 

their needs, no matter if their businesses are large 

or small, family-owned, state-owned or publicly 

listed. Like our clients, we have been in this sector 

through the highs and the lows and because of that, 

we are able to approach and understand the sector’s 

challenges and complexities. Our perspective is not 

just about the current times, but in the context of a 

cyclical industry. l

Cyprus Report
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By Julian Clark, Global Senior Partner at Ince

The opportunity  
to build cyber resilience 

beyond regulation
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Cyber security has for some time now been 

viewed as one of the shipping industry’s greatest 

challenges alongside other pressing topics such 

as decarbonisation and digitalisation. With cyber attacks 

and hackers becoming increasingly sophisticated by the 

day, the level of threat to the maritime industry is at an 

all-time high. Alarmingly, the ISP Association states that 

92% of the estimated costs arising from a cyberattack are 

uninsured, which has serious risk management implications 

for maritime companies. 

Given the complexity of the issue, however, many 

companies are struggling to keep up with the challenge 

and to fully appreciate its seriousness and the potential 

commercial, operational, reputational and legal risks 

that they face. Additionally, while the latest IMO cyber 

security regulations are absolutely necessary and a 

welcome step in the right direction, they do not go far 

enough and shipping companies remain increasingly 

exposed to cyber attacks and legal liability even when 

within adequate compliance levels.  

The legal implications of cyber reguation and  

risk exposure

Beyond the financial and reputational damage that 

can result from cyber-attacks, the maritime community 

must be aware that legal consequences will be a key part 

of the aftermath of a cyber incident. If a vessel is cyber 

compromised, the companies involved will be forced to 

show the exercise of due diligence in order to protect 

themselves legally.

We can expect third parties to bring claims against 

vessel owners and operators arguing that there was a 

failure to make use of the cyber security protection systems 

available in the market. Discovery will be used to assess 

what real steps these companies had engaged in to ensure 

they were adequately protected. In the case of failure to 

have proper cyber protections in place, such fault will be 

directed against the actual owning entity rather than those 

directly responsible for the operation of the vessel. 

If ship owners do not afford themselves of the systems 

available on the market that can provide the right 

protection against a cyber attack, this will expose them 

to the risk of significant damages claims. Additionally, if 

they have failed to adequately check and mitigate against 

the level of their vessels’ exposure to cyber compromise, 

these omissions could amount to recklessness and give rise 

to a possibility to break the right to limitation, and even 

amount to unseaworthiness.  

An opportunity for the shipping industry

While important for compliance and risk awareness 

purposes, the current IMO cyber security regulations only 

deliver a level one solution to a level four threat, so the risk for 

shipping companies is still too high even if they are compliant. 

Regulation can therefore be seen as an opportunity and an 

incentive to carry out a more ambitious and critically needed 

wider implementation of cyber protection mechanisms. 

In tackling the issues that can arise from cyber attacks, 

there are a number of separate service elements available 

in the industry available for this purpose, but the shipping 

sector has long lacked an integrated, combined offering 

that brings together all the essential elements that an 

organisation needs to fully protect itself from cyber threats. 

In order to achieve this level of protection, the best 

option for maritime organisations is an integrated, fully 

comprehensive approach to cyber security. 

In addressing this market need, we recently joined 

forces with Mission Secure - who are leaders in providing 

military grade cyber security for OT systems - to launch 

an industry-first integrated legal advisory, consultancy 

and technology implementation cyber security solution. 

This partnership allows us to provide both advisory and 

action to fully help protect companies beyond the current 

regulatory guidelines. 

In order to successfully address the cyber security challenge, 

the shipping industry must understand the need to exceed 

compliance requirements and embrace the opportunity to buid 

more resilient, robust and effective cyber protection. l

If ship owners do not afford themselves of the systems 
available on the market that can provide the right 
protection against a cyber attack this will expose them 
to the risk of significant damages claims
Julian Clark, Global Senior Partner at Ince
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Flags focus on skills,
services and seafarers

Ship Registries

The debate in ship registry circles among owners 

and regulators is now more aligned to competence 

and resources employed by the flags in question as 

opposed to whether they are a national or ‘open’ registry.

The rush towards quality of operation has as much to do 

with the acceleration of digitalisation in the industry as it has 

with a perception that while cost is important to shipowners 

and managers, the reputation a flag has with port state control 

authorities and regional regulators counts for a lot.

“To me it’s fairly simple, you have to go to Port State Control 

first and foremost, because that’s where the report card is,” 

said Bill Gallagher, President of International Registries, Inc (IRI), 

managers of the Marshall Islands Registry.

“It doesn’t matter if you have a national flag or an open 

registry flag, or a hybrid flag - and I consider Hong Kong and 

Singapore as a bit of a hybrid - because you are judged on 

your record and the types of vessels that you’re trading. Look at 

Qualship 21, as if the data proves right, we will have met its quality 

standards 17 years in a row which is unprecedented, and no 

registry can touch us on that score. 

“There’s a lot of data out there to show us trends such how we 

now have the youngest fleet amongst our competitors, compared 

to some old ones that are out there. An older ship presents so 

many more problems. It doesn’t mean we can’t get problems from 

a younger ship if it’s not well run, it does happen, but generally 

speaking if you look at the data the older ships tend to be more 

problematic,” he added.

Mr Gallagher also took the opportunity to pay tribute to the 

work of the class societies: “as we can’t do what we do without 

them”, he said. “Flags that invest in people are doing things right, 

and we invest in people, not necessarily from within the maritime 

industry but from outside. And I believe that is key, and we have 

some very innovative owners and I have seen how they operate 

their HR and how they hire people straight out of school. 

“I believe if we focus on our people and training, by 

recruiting them when they come out of school and putting 

them to work in various departments to learn our processes, 

this is where progress is at and is what we should tap into. 

Young minds are definitely what the industry can utilise 

and something we can learn from the owners. They are the 

drivers and we can see what a great job they have done,” he 

concluded.

With the pandemic “flag states have become one of the main 

stakeholders in the operation of ships and have displayed both 

their strengths and weaknesses”, commented Alfonso Castillero, 

Chief Operating Officer of the Liberian International Ship & 

Corporate Registry (LISCR). “For example, with crew repatriation 

and expiry of contracts, inspections and the like, people haven’t 

known what to do and flag states have intervened in every case.

Liberia is “the fastest growing registry” having just exceeded 

the 200m gt milestone, he continued, “and intends to maintain 

that position through its level of services by the qualified people 

that we have. Depending on the size of fleet, we add more people 

and that’s how we stay ahead of the game. Owners realise that 

flag states play a very, very critical role. The intervention, strength 

and knowledge of the flag state makes all the difference.”

On the question of digital technology LISCR has a clear vision of 

the way forward, namely that regulations should be changed to take 

into account the greater levels of data available today. Rather than 

all ships undergoing the same inspections, “conventions should 

allow every ship to be treated differently”, said Mr Castillero.  

To this end LISCR is busy building its own data platform to 

share vessel information, which it expects to be ready by end-

Bill Gallagher, 
President, IRI

Alfonso Castillero, COO,  
Liberian International Ship &  
Corporate Registry (LISCR)
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2022. “We’re building the foundations and when we’re ready 

we’ll tell our owners what information will be communicated with 

it,” the flag’s Chief Operating Officer told SMI.

As regards future fuels, LISCR reckons that is the choice of 

owners and “the only thing we can do as a flag state is support 

the free market,” Mr Castillero continued. However, LISCR is 

adding five more fuel experts to its technical team over coming 

months and is also collecting data from the 4,800+ vessels under 

its flag to be able to share lessons learned on different fuels with 

different owners.  

On the whole subject of decarbonisation LISCR has already 

created a new department dedicated to the use of gas as a 

cleaner fuel and has recently added to this with a sister unit 

dedicated to offshore wind energy.

In general, LISCR believes it vital that “whatever regulations 

area agreed upon, we need to understand that the deadlines 

to comply should always be subject to the practicalities and 

real implementation,” Mr Castillero concluded, “because at the 

end of the day it’s the owners that are left with the problems, 

and their flag states. There should always, always be room for 

change. We can’t keep regulating and thinking it’s a silver bullet 

and then owners have to tell us it’s wrong.”  

The Panama Ship Registry (PSR), the world’s largest, ended 

2020 with 8,516 vessels totalling over 230m gt under its flag. This 

represented an annual growth in tonnage of 6.2%, its biggest 

increase since 2011, which were described by PSR Director 

Rafael Cigarruista as “figures making us proud”.

This milestone by the Registry, administered by the Panama 

Maritime Administration (AMP), had been achieved “despite the 

global economic slowdown created by COVID-19,” he continued, 

which had meant “less vessels, less new constructions, more 

competitors, more international enforcements”.

Mr Cigarruista said he believed the figures demonstrate 

that the legal security offered by PSR, its 24/7 attention, level 

of professionalism and the effort put in by the Registry’s human 

resources had all been fundamental for the high level to 

growth achieved. 

“We have managed to reduce cancellations due to fleet 

transfers”, he added. “This data is very important since it shows 

that shipowners maintain their confidence in the services given 

by the Registry. We will continue to put our greatest effort and 

focus on maintaining the sustained growth of the Registry during 

coming years by taking the pertinent decisions for the best 

benefit of our users.”

One decision taken by PSR last year was the introduction 

of electronic documents as of April 2020, thereby speeding up 

registrations, and by year end had received 4,089 documents 

representing 68% of procedures. Electronically signed and 

remotely filed public deeds of naval titles and mortgages are 

part of the technical modernization plan implemented by this 

administration. Public deeds that are authorized by Public 

Notaries and use electronic signatures are duly registered and 

guaranteed by the Panamanian state, reinforcing legal security.  

At end-2020 PSR also joined the Maritime Anti-Corruption 

Network (MACN) becoming part of the world’s largest group 

of maritime companies fighting for a better and corruption-

free business environment. “We are committed to supporting 

MACN in its vision of fair trade and a corruption-free maritime 

industry,” said Mr Cigarruista at the time. “It is of utmost 

importance for the Ship Registry to contribute developing best 

practices within our organization and helping eradicate this 

scourge of modern society, we have our 53 consulates and 13 

international offices round the world supporting the initiative 

and our diligence.”

More recently, in April this year, PSR also confirmed 

the Panamanian fleet’s commitment to international 

sanctions compliance.

Captain Dwain Hutchinson, Managing Director and CEO 

of The Bahamas Maritime Authority (BMA), was candid in his 

response to what his flag’s priorities are for the next six months.

Stressing the importance of a proactive engagement 

in the global recovery efforts, particularly through its 

membership of the International Maritime Organisation 

(IMO) and International Labour Organisation (ILO), “every 

decision we take is aligned to one of the 17 United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Whether this relates 

to climate action, gender equality, responsible consumption, 

life below water or good health and well-being, all form 

a vital part in our regulatory mantra as a committed and 

responsible flag state,” he told SMI.

“The human element of seafaring and the well-being of crew 

have always been fundamental to The Bahamas and they will 

continue to be at the heart of the Ship Registry as demonstrated 

through our recognition of seafarers as key workers and our 

ongoing support of ship owners in facilitating and assisting with 

crew repatriation.

“We are resolved to continue building on the successes 

of the past, expanding our global presence and growing the 

Register but still ensuring that such growth will be focused 

on quality as the core criteria.  Working collaboratively with 

our shipowners, their representatives and our recognised 

organisations, we will strive to maintain our leading position 

on the port state control performance tables and industry flag 

state indicators,” he stressed.

“We believe that efficiency and effectiveness of shipping 

has been enhanced and improved through the use of 

technology with the pandemic accelerating its global adoption 

Captain Dwain Hutchinson, 
Managing Director and CEO of The 
Bahamas Maritime Authority (BMA)
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by the maritime sector.  The BMA, working with its industry 

partners, has undertaken effective trials of remote inspections/

surveys and introduced e-certification to further progress the 

online processes that provide savings (time and cost) whilst 

maintaining quality control.  We consider that the introduction, 

implementation and, most critically, acceptance of digital 

processes throughout the industry, will be fundamental to 

efficient ship to shore interface and overall reduction of the 

environmental footprint of the industry.

“Notwithstanding the advancement in technology, shipping 

remains reliant on people from the seafarers onboard the ship to 

the shore-based personnel supporting the industry, and closed 

borders will impact safe operation of ships and the effectiveness 

of the global supply chains,” Capt. Hutchinson concluded.

Important elements such as leadership, commitment and 

strategic focus are also at the heart of the mindset of the Jamaica 

Ship Registry.

Announcing Jamaica’s candidature for re-election to Category 

C of the IMO Council for 2022-2023, Prime Minister Andrew 

Holness pledged Jamaica would continue to offer “leadership, 

commitment and strategic focus as an IMO Council member”, a 

status it has enjoyed since 2007. “It is of utmost importance that 

maritime concerns of particular importance to the Caribbean, 

Small Island Developing States, and other vulnerable countries, 

particularly the Least Developed Countries, be fully aired and 

addressed in the IMO”, he added.

Elections to the Council will be held during the 32nd Regular 

Session of the IMO Assembly this December in London, and 

Jamaica has placed the welfare of seafarers, protection of the 

marine environment, gender diversity and the safety and security 

of seagoing vessels at the top of its re-election agenda. 

In its election submission, Jamaica outlined the work it has 

done in mitigating the impact that the COVID-19 pandemic 

has had on the global shipping industry and underlined its 

commitment to supporting the IMO’s efforts to cut greenhouse 

gas emissions from shipping and port operations. The country 

is a leading light in promoting seafarer training and has placed 

female empowerment and women in maritime at the centre 

of its operations. In addition, Kingston harbour is the seventh 

largest natural harbour in the world and Jamaica is the second 

largest transhipment hub in the Caribbean region as well as a 

top cruise destination.

Jamaica continues to serve on the IMO’s panel of competent 

persons established under the International Convention 

on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping 

for Seafarers (STCW), 1978 as amended. The country had 

demonstrated its commitment to the IMO Audit Scheme (IMSAS) 

by having been audited in 2011, providing auditors and lead 

auditors for the audits of other Member States, and being ready 

to assist other States in the region in their preparations. 

The country also supports the IMO’s initiative to promote the 

development of Country Maritime Profiles for Member States, a 

tool used as the basis for enhancing Jamaica’s integrated ocean 

governance and marine policymaking and to more accurately 

determine technical development assistance needs. Jamaica is 

also in the preparatory stages of developing a comprehensive 

maritime transportation policy utilising the tools being developed 

by the IMO and subsuming the policy into Jamaica’s ‘Vision 2030 

National Development Plan’. 

PM Holness added: “Jamaica’s candidature is an important 

signal of our maritime status and reputation at the international 

level and underscores the importance we ascribe to the IMO and 

our involvement in its work.”

“The COVID-19 pandemic made us change our future 

strategies, to adjust our thinking and adapt to a ‘new normal’. 

In doing so we embraced new technology and became more 

innovative in order to continue to provide the level of service our 

clients have come to know and expect.,” commented Cameron 

Mitchell, Director of the Isle of Man Ship Registry (IOMSR).

He pointed to several key ways that IOMSR has adapted 

during the pandemic, including the introduction of remote 

surveys and electronic records as well as becoming the first flag 

state to launch a crew welfare app - Crew Matters.  

The new app is ‘designed by seafarers for seafarers’ and includes 

fitness classes with Tapitt Live, live masses and religious services, 

24-hour access to the ISWAN (International Seafarers’ Welfare and 

Assistance Network) helpline and chaplaincy services, and E-wallet 

and currency exchange services with preferential rates. Seafarers 

can also keep track of their sea service records in ILO format and 

document all seafarer paperwork with expiry date reminders.

On the environmental front, IOMSR has become the first 

flag to formally support the Eyesea initiative, a non-profit 

organisation formed last year to map marine pollution. 

Eyesea aims to tackle pollution of the seas by collecting 

data in a newly developed app and reporting incidents of 

oil spills, rubbish and debris to NGOs like Beach Buddies 

and government organisations to action clean-ups. Mr 

Mitchell, appointed an ambassador for Eyesea, said he 

wants to mobilise the thousands of seafarers sailing under 

the IOMSR flag to document and report instances of 

pollution they witness.

IOMSR’s safety record also speaks for itself, the flag having 

placed first in the 2018 Paris MoU White List.

“As the world attempts to recover from Covid19, SKANReg 

is looking to maintain its ever-present operation, its commitment 

to its vessels operating to compliance and making sure that its 

crew are well”, commented Liam Ryan, International Registrar 

of Shipping & Seamen and CEO of the St. Kitts and Nevis 
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Cameron Mitchell, Director of the Isle 
of Man Ship Registry (IOMSR)
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International Ship Registry (SKANReg). “It isn’t going to be a quick 

fix and will be a long road to recovery.”

“We are hopeful that we will progress onto the Paris MOU grey 

list in 2021”, he continued, “so we will have the additional emphasis 

placed on staying there and continuing our progression up the 

“rankings”.

Early 2020 saw SKANReg progress to e-certification for its 

vessels and it is now “looking into the migration of our seafarer 

documents in the same way,” Mr Ryan reported. “Concerns over 

crew repatriations are an ongoing concern and SKAN will work 

with the local authorities, where required, to facilitate crew being 

repatriated. We acknowledge it will be difficult due to the national 

interests and requirements but with advanced planning from our 

Ship Managers, it is possible to achieve.” 

As regards possible obstacles to overcome, the SKANReg CEO 

said de did anticipate possible delays in areas such as available spaces 

in shipyards for hull inspections and procurement of spare parts.

The flag’s strategies for growth include working together with its 

owners to raise standards and prevent any shortcomings, to which 

end it has a vessel improvement scheme in place. “You need to 

have the right quality” rather than mere vessel numbers, “to grow”, 

believes Mr Ryan. “Today’s world is very competitive, so we make sure 

that our service levels are high, and we deliver on what we preach.”

Athens-headquartered Palau International Ship Registry (PISR) 

is a relatively new entrant on the scene but has been working hard 

these past five years to establish itself as a ‘flag of confidence’, 

according to CEO Panos Kirnidis, through its combination of 

unique digital technology and recruitment of ‘the right people’ 

- experienced and knowledgeable personnel including Deputy 

Registrars, Flag State Inspectors and professional head office staff. 

The registry recorded a record low number of detentions in 2020 

and so this June anticipates moving up to the Paris MoU Grey List, 

a transitional step to its “number one priority” of making the White 

List, according to Mr Kirnidis, also Honorary Consul General of the 

Republic of Palau to Greece. PISR believes one key advantage in 

this is its proprietary Deficiency Prevention System (DPS), which 

monitors the position of its vessels and through analytics advises on 

the likelihood of an inspection at the next port of call, in which case 

it either dispatches an inspector to attend the vessel in port and 

assist with preparedness of the vessel for the upcoming inspection, 

or if this is not possible conducts a free-of-charge remote audit of 

the vessel to provide proper guidance to the master to undergo 

inspection preparations.  

“One of our priorities is to make the market understand that 

technology is the driver of the modern ship registry; giving the 

ship owner and operator access to digital services that make their 

shipping operations hassle-free and cost-effective,” said Mr Kirnidis. 

Digital technology not only saves time and money but also has 

environmental benefits, he added, since it increases efficiency and 

reduces unnecessary operations. 

Indeed, in 2021 PISR will be launching its Blue Certificate 

which will be issued to vessels reaching designated safety and 

environmental standards in their annual flag state inspection. 

Alongside this initiative the flag has inaugurated its Green Project 

which donates $5 for every invoice the registry creates to the Palau 

Marine Sanctuary operations.

“The development of the registry has been carefully planned to 

be based on the balance of technology and the human element”, 

concluded Mr Kirnidis. “I have no concerns that this path is anything 

but the right one: it offers ship owners peace of mind, cost-effective 

services and tomorrow’s technology today.”

Cyprus administration the Shipping Deputy Ministry (SDM) is 

currently completing the third and final phase of a consultation 

with interested parties to draw up a long-term maritime strategy for 

the flag entitled SEA (meaning Sustainable, Extrovert, Adaptable). 

Examining external policy, it is prioritising two areas in particular – the 

crew change crisis and the ongoing piracy threat, both centred on 

the safety and welfare of seafarers – having already consulted on 

environmental matters and digital transformation. 

“Today, there are two main external factors heavily influencing 

global shipping; the covid-19 pandemic and piracy”, stated 

the country’s Shipping Deputy Minister, Vassilios Demetriades. 

“It is essential that the industry continues to prioritize seafarer 

welfare and supports a practical and coordinated solution to 

the ongoing crew change challenge. Piracy is also a persisting 

concern and Cyprus is strongly determined to work constructively 

with the industry and all the relevant stakeholders. We are eager 

to explore ways to proactive, collaboratively and effectively tackle 

both issues.”

Recognising that the crew change crisis has become a 

humanitarian issue which requires urgent resolution, the SDM 

in February proposed a practical, global approach to delivering 

COVID-19 vaccinations to seafarers, which was subsequently 

adopted as a formal resolution by the ILO. Cyprus is now in active 

conversations with the International Chamber of Shipping and 

the International Transport Workers’ Federation to define the way 

forward and put this plan into action.

Piracy also remains a worldwide problem, the SDM points out, 

with attacks in West Africa, the Indian Ocean, Singapore and the 

Malacca straits all on the rise, the Gulf of Guinea currently being the 

global hotspot for piracy and related maritime crime. l

Panos Kirnidis, CEO Palau 
International Ship Registry (PISR)

Liam Ryan, International Registrar of 
Shipping & Seamen and CEO of the 
St. Kitts and Nevis International Ship 
Registry (SKANReg). 
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UK Ship Register  
looks to the future
Part of the Maritime and Coastguard 

Agency (MCA), the UK Ship Register 

topped the Paris MoU White List for 

2020, “a huge endorsement for the quality 

of the work we do with our operations”, 

according to UKSR Commercial Director 

Dan Vivian (pictured). 

“Owners have very exacting standards that are matched 

by our own, which is why they come to us”, he told SMI. “Our 

vision is to be the best performing international flag because the 

vessels on the flag have the best safety records in terms of Port 

State Control. 

“What we are aiming to do is to drive growth through 

establishing a position in the marketplace as a responsible 

flag, supporting seafarers, safety and the environment,” he 

continued, “also working with our owners to help them manage 

the disruption that working in a low carbon climate will bring.”

On the question of decarbonisation and advanced 

technologies, Mr Vivian pointed out that the MCA had been 

one of the seven leading flags and classification societies that 

in April this year formed the Maritime Technologies Forum 

(MTF), intended to ‘provide regulatory and technical research, 

expertise and leadership to assist the shipping sector and its 

regulators address technology challenges’. 

Key focus areas for the forum will include energy efficiency, 

alternative fuels and increasing levels of autonomy, not only as 

regards a move towards unmanned operations “but also in the 

use of remote technologies and the integration of automatic 

technology into existing ships”, he explained.

As of end-April the UK flag numbered 921 ships (over 

500gt) totalling 10.4m gt. It is no secret that this is somewhat 

down on the total of a few years ago, the uncertainties 

surrounding Brexit having caused several major players to 

leave, including CMA CGM and ACL, part of Grimaldi Group 

– “not because they wanted to but for commercial reasons”, 

stressed the UKSR official.

Nevertheless, the flag has managed to add over 1m gt 

over the last year, despite losing ACL during that period, and 

“we’re now looking to the future with greater freedom”, Mr 

Vivian stated. 

The UK flag has already changed from a national register 

to an international one in 2019 and it is now much easier 

for an owner to join than before, “providing they have 

material substance invested in the UK, which can be that 

one significant owner of a vessel is a national of, or resident 

in, the country.

The owning company does not have to be based in the UK, 

and in addition can employ seafarers of over 50 nationalities.

In fact, it is hoped further support measures for the flag as 

part of wider government action will be announced in coming 

months, the Commercial Director disclosed.

To conclude, Mr Vivian chose to emphasise the following 

three key points about the UK flag: “That we are on the 

launchpad for growth as we have a much more coherent and 

cohesive offer behind us now, for example with the expertise of 

the MTF; 

“That we wish to be seen as an international flag that 

represents global Britain, which offers huge opportunities for 

owners, who are very excited because of the maritime services 

that are here, the life that is here; and

“That we are absolutely focused on service and the 

customer experience. For example, we recently introduced 

24/7 access to duty surveyors and key account managers; 

the Registry office in Cardiff where records are retained also 

works 7 days a week, having moved to a digital platform as of 

September 2020.”   

Moreover, in the course of the interview the UKSR 

Commercial Director pointed out that while the UK no longer 

belongs to the European Union, it was a member for 40 years 

and therefore remains “aligned with the best in the industry”. l
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Technology

A DeepSea  
dive into data
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I think the best way to explain this is that we see ourselves as 

partners of companies in what I would call their digitalisation 

journey. As a company we offer end-to-end service from 

data collection all the way to AI-driven performance and 

strategy insights. And the reason for that is because we have 

found that many owners in the industry and charterers have 

struggled to drive value because they have to put all the 

pieces of the puzzle together themselves. 

For example, they need to find a data provider, select what 

data they want transferred to their offices, find the software 

that can integrate with that solution or another system that 

will do the data analysis… and so on. All this can be very 

burdensome and also it’s very difficult to drive meaningful 

change because no-one individually is responsible for driving 

tangible results. So I think that has been a major reason why 

we haven’t yet seen significant change in the bottom line due 

to technology. 

Our whole narrative and approach is to change all that 

by being accountable for everything. As a company we 

design our own hardware at our offices in Athens, have 

it manufactured in Belgium, and then we bring the parts 

together and assemble them, and send them to be installed 

on ships all around the world. We’re also responsible for the 

storage of all the data collected on the cloud, the software 

infrastructure and the final AI-based analytics that arise from 

the data. 

So what has been very important to us, rather than 

inundating our users with vast amounts of information, is 

actually helping them transform all of that data into actionable 

results. And that could mean quantifying the amount of hull 

fouling that an owner experiences, or being able to pinpoint 

exactly what the main inefficiency is across a certain fleet or 

across the whole company. Because what we very often find is 

that there are certain company policies that could be changed 

and would drive significant value without necessarily the need 

for an investment.

We have two complementary products. One is called 

Cassandra and that does performance monitoring: its 

purpose is to help owners and charterers maintain a good 

level of efficiency across their fleet. And as I previously said, 

it is able to assess which vessels have a need to improve 

their performance in respect to others in the same fleet, by 

comparing objective data for sister vessels, which has been 

very helpful for owners. 

Then also we have Pythia, which is voyage optimisation 

technology. By harnessing data from onboard the vessel, the 

system has learnt the behaviour of the vessel under different 

weather conditions. This is a good example of AI, which 

is often misunderstood: what it means in this case is using 

advanced statistics to be able to optimise vessel performance, 

by choosing a route and speed to minimise fuel consumption, 

or to minimise any other parameter that the owner or 

charterer wants, or to act within certain constraints to drive 

that optimisation. 

Pythia is also particularly powerful because although 

Cassandra is very accurate it is what we might call a decision 

support tool, while Pythia actually can outsource the decision-

making of the operator to the AI, to automatically generate 

DeepSea Technologies’ AI-based software platforms offer precious 
insights into vessel optimisation and decarbonisation, helping 
shipping become more efficient, greener and more transparent,  
as CEO and co-founder Roberto Coustas explains to SMI. 
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routes and send them to the captain, and being able to follow 

up. And that is very helpful because it alleviates a big burden 

from the operator to be constantly on top of a large number of 

vessels and especially on the charterer’s side. 

An operator might be responsible for 50 vessels, and it’s 

a huge burden to monitor, for example, whether they are all 

complying with the speed policy or if they aren’t, find out 

what’s going on, and whether they will arrive on time. Pythia 

just takes care automatically of all of these problems. And not 

only that but it adds a layer of knowledge about the individual 

vessel that is unprecedented, and this is very powerful. 

Incidentally, Cassandra is a mythological figure who in 

ancient Greece was responsible for warnings about the future 

and what needed to be guarded against. As it happens she 

was cursed by the Gods so people did not believe her, which is 

rather funny, but that’s another matter. As for Pythia, she was 

an actual Greek historical figure who used to be able to predict 

the future; generals used to go to her to be advised on what 

strategy to follow during war, and what outcome they should 

expect according to each scenario.

So Pythia can predict the future and Cassandra can help 

you guard against it - they make a good team.

As regards to the main benefits Cassandra can offer, 

there are two. On the one hand you have the current 

decarbonisation narrative around the industry and the need 

to classify and grade vessels according to the EEOI (Energy 

Efficiency Operational Indicator) and soon the EEXI (Energy 

Efficiency Existing Ship Index) and CII (Carbon Intensity Index). 

All of these different grading systems will need to be closely 

monitored, and how each individual action influences the 

carbon footprint of the vessel. So this is something we are very 

active on and which Cassandra can really help with because it 

can also provide objective knowledge on that from outside of 

the owning company. 

I’ll give you an example. Currently we have around 300 

vessels in our fleet. So if you as an owner want to take a 

potential action to clean a vessel or to add a certain hull 

coating, there is a very high probability that we have seen the 

exact same action on a very similar vessel by another owner.  

So we can also quantify and predict expectations, which helps 

focus the attention of owners on a very specific investment 

that can be tailor-made on a case-by-case basis.

Because as was recently discussed in a Capital Link forum, 

there is no one vessel optimisation recipe that can drive saving 

across the whole fleet. But a good investment does make sense 

within a fleet-wide solution. It might be that some vessels need 

a better hull-cleaning schedule, others a better hull coating. 

Some might need a ducted propeller, others might need a 

generator engine optimisation. And, you need to know what 

actions to do on each vessel to reach your CO2 and grading 

target, which are then reflected in commercial outcomes as well.

And then there’s the second main benefit, which is 

benchmarking against the industry. And something that’s 

interesting is that we don’t only show you that a current EEOI 

global index your vessel is graded C or B, but rather we can 

tell you versus similar sized vessels by similar sized owners, you 

are better or worse. And that is actually a very powerful metric. 

Because you know how your vessel is comparing against one 

of the same size operated by Maersk, for instance. And you 

might be the small owner of 10 ships but how do you actually 

benchmark against the top players in the industry? That’s very 

important commercially.

It’s a bit like Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), which are 

very important as they help owners pinpoint which vessels 

are the best, and which ones are the worst, within the same 

fleet, as well as benchmark performance against competitors. 

It can really paint an unbiased picture that top management 

can then take actions on. And because it is something that 

we constantly monitor, we can also warn owners if a new 

regulation is coming where they might be exposed in any way 

due to the performance of their vessel. 

Our system can also be useful for finding the ‘sweet 

spot’ in charterparty negotiations. We had a conversation 

with a Greek owner last week where we started monitoring 

one vessel. And we saw that the fuel/speed curve that we 

created – because we create different fuel/speed curves for 

different draughts – was better than the one anticipated in 

the charterparty agreement, which stipulated consumption of 

31 tons of fuel per day under good weather conditions at 12 

knots when it was actually performing at 27 tons. It was just 

after drydock and the owner, who wasn’t aware of this, said: 

“If I tell now the charterer ‘Oh, the vessel is actually better,’ I 

won’t get a premium. It’s too late, I should have known when 

I first made the contract.” So if you make more money on the 

charter, you pay off the investment in such solutions – which 

for the entry-level Cassandra Light is only a couple of hundred 

dollars a month - in no time. 

Another interesting example is that we dealt with an 

owner who wanted to clean his vessel because it was under a 

claim by the charterer. He had the vessel cleaned in a certain 

country but afterwards we were able to determine that 

the performance hadn’t really improved. The owner didn’t 

necessarily believe our system, or thought something else was 

wrong, and actually took underwater pictures of the hull at 

the next port of call in another country and found there was 

fouling all over it. That’s how data can give you insights into 

the work of a specific subcontractor and you know who to use, 

or not to use, next time.

Data can also be used to enhance ‘noon reports’ 

which are the current industry norm for vessel 

reporting. By adding in data such as AIS and weather 

information it would be possible to provide a much 
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fuller and more objective account of a vessel’s daily 

situation, we reckon.

Returning to Pythia, how it works is by actually creating 

a profile for the vessel, how it behaves under all weather 

conditions and then we create the optimal route, speed and 

trim combination. One of the main problems that we see 

currently with vessel optimisation in the industry is that all 

of the conditions – like route, weather, speed, trim etc. - are 

interdependent and influence each other. But actually to drive 

savings, you need to consider all of the different variables and 

to solve the problem holistically. 

It’s a fascinating subject and one that’s very interesting to 

me personally and I think to everyone at DeepSea. Because it’s 

one thing asking for owners to invest large amounts of money 

to drive savings, but with Pythia you can actually better utilise 

an existing vessel as is with zero investment. You can drive 

huge savings just by better using your asset… and to me that 

is just very, very powerful.

Installation of our software and systems is also very easy. 

A solution like Cassandra Light doesn’t require anything 

onboard. You can type in the IMO number and we can find 

where your vessel is, where it’s gone, what the weather was 

like there. So integration of the system takes one day or 

two days per company – it’s very, very easy. For more high 

frequency data systems it’s also much simpler than it used to 

be: It can either be two days by a subcontractor literally going 

onboard and installing the system, or we have a few clients 

who have the crew install it themselves.

As regards to our client base, being based in Athens 

means we have over 800 Greek ship owners on our doorstep 

but charterers and ship mangers are very interested in using 

this technology as well. Everything that we do starts from the 

vessel and we can guarantee that its performance will beat 

the average of the industry by so-and-so amount, so we’ve 

actually seen all of three of these types of parties being very, 

very interested in these technologies. 

Owners are more interested in maintaining their asset 

value, and that’s Cassandra, while ship managers are more 

interested in being transparent with their owners and being 

able to benchmark that their operation is state of the art, and 

they are able to drive value. They are also concerned about 

CO2 and measuring the CO2 of the vessels. So they are 

interested in the Cassandra system for that as well. The 

vessel charterers, on the other hand, are interested 

primarily in the short-term efficiencies that can 

be achieved. So they are concerned with Pythia, 

which can drive change today. 

I’m often asked if the shipping industry is 

ready and agile enough for the transition from 

old technology to the new technology that 

DeepSea advocates. The primary problem with 

shipping as an industry is that the stakeholder and incentive 

structure is not very clear, and that I think is the main reason 

why owners have not been more interested in implementing 

these technologies sooner. Because the charterer pays for the 

fuel so it doesn’t really make sense for the owner to invest 

large amounts of money to their vessels. 

Transparency is something that many owners, historically 

at least, did not want. So this obscurity kind of helped them 

in many ways. But a change to all this is now being driven by 

decarbonisation, with regulators such as IMO and even the 

US government now stepping in and setting very ambitious 

targets for the climate. That will translate into owners and 

charterers, and also banks and everyone, caring about what 

are the CO2 emissions per mile of each vessel. So therefore 

people need to become very transparent in the way that they 

measure this.

And it’s not just that owners will self-report what they 

want and get the benefits of better financing rates, or better 

charterer rates etc. I truly believe that the way that the industry 

will change, and the way that it will become more agile, is that 

decarbonisation will lead to a very clear incentive structure 

that will lead to meritocracy driving the industry instead of 

obscurity, or branding, or other intangible assets. 

That’s very inspiring because if we think about it, it’s 

democratising the industry. If you’re a small company with just 

a couple of ships but those ships are performing among the 

best in the sector, you should be recognized and rewarded for 

that. What’s happening at the moment is that usually it’s only 

larger companies that are harnessing the benefits by claiming 

that they are more efficient, because smaller owners don’t 

have the data to back up their claims. 

So that is how I think the industry will change for the 

better, and as soon as June we might see the first laws 

regarding the vessel ratings being passed, which is a very 

interesting prospect. l
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Crew Welfare

Understanding  
the value of  
the skills gap

Crewing departments, HR teams and anyone involved 

in the recruitment and retention of mariners are facing 

increased costs and competition. The availability of skilled 

and qualified seafarers is falling further behind demand, driving 

up the cost of recruitment and the value of growing and retaining 

the quality seafarers that are already within organisations. 

As our industry becomes more dependent on technology, 

the qualities and skillsets we look for in our mariners are 

increasingly similar to those in shoreside and non-maritime roles, 

which sees us competing for talent in a much broader market. 

Increased competition and cost of skilled seafarers adds more 

weight to the arguments for developing our professionals in 

role and highlights the value of a more mature HR function 

within shipping companies. Being able to assess existing talent, 

identify gaps or shortfalls, and plan to build capacity for the 

future, is critical to controlling costs today and reducing the 

chance of surprises in the future. 

Uncertainty also hangs in the air in the form of the ongoing 

pandemic. Beyond the challenges this situation presents in the 

here and now, it is clear that the full impact of COVID-19 on our 

mariners is still unknown and will undoubtably have an impact 

on the way the shipping industry approaches crew welfare and 

recruitment for years to come.

In this article we highlight the major benefits that competency 

management offers and the factors that are driving crewing, 

recruitment and HR teams to implement competency 

management systems, including: 

• Visibility on existing levels of competency

• Reduced training and assessment load on 

 seafarers

By Daniel Shirley
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• Increased seafarer engagement with training

• A clear progression pathway for seafarers

• Lower training and recruitment costs

A Competency Management System (CMS) enables 

organisations to perform a skills audit and get a snapshot of 

the current competence levels in the business. Such an audit 

will show areas of strength and potentially highlight problem 

areas. For some, the risk of such a system shining a light on 

deficiencies they would prefer to keep hidden has been a barrier 

to implementation; for others, the work involved to implement 

a CMS has put them off. Businesses have now decided that 

any effort needed to ensure their people are competent is far 

outweighed by the cost of the person not being able to do their 

job safely or effectively; either in lost time or the costs associated 

with an incident.

By its nature, competency management is centred around 

the work that seafarers are already performing. By collecting a 

record of competency in a single place, a CMS shines a light on 

all of the great work that seafarers do every day. The value of this 

level of visibility and recognition should not be underestimated. 

As CMS is designed around the skills, knowledge and 

behaviours that are essential to the role a seafarer is employed 

to perform, it is a way of capturing and highlighting excellence 

rather than an additional burden. 

Having a view of the competency level of the mariners within 

an organisation, paired with a plan of your current and future 

requirements, provides a starting point from which crewing 

and training teams can make effective training and recruitment 

decisions. 

In addition to technical skills, an effective seafarer possesses 

a broad range of traits that fall under the umbrella of “soft skills”. 

The ability to assess situations, problem solve, make good 

decisions and communicate effectively are extremely valuable 

and sought after. 

Competency Management Systems, utilising a framework 

such as BCAV, can be used to assess ‘soft skills’, or behavioural 

competencies. As a CMS is designed to support a culture of 

continuous on-the-job assessment, behavioural assessments can 

be made when situations present themselves naturally. 

The consistency that CMS brings to evaluations is beneficial 

on multiple fronts. Firstly, it gives shore-side teams confidence 

that the results they are seeing from each vessel or assessor 

are comparable. Additionally, the consistency and clearly 

defined criteria used for assessments is seen as a big positive 

by those being assessed. By removing room for interpretation, 

as well as possible favouritism or discrimination, competency 

management systems are viewed as fair by seafarers. 

As a competency management system highlights both 

where people are competent already, and the areas where 

proficiencies are lacking, training programmes can be applied in 

a much more targeted and cost-effective way. By freeing people 

up from studying in areas they are already proficient, they have 

more time to focus on their role, and can reduce the amount 

spent on training by eliminating time and money spent on 

superfluous courses, studying and testing. 

As a competency management system contains a clear 

set of competencies for a given role or rank, a seafarer can 

clearly see in which areas they need to be competent in order 

to be considered for promotion. This visibility gives seafarers 

the confidence that they are in the driving seat of their career 

progression – they know what they need to do to be ready to 

advance. Employers that offer a clear path for advancement are 

always considered more favourably, leading to better retention 

and lower acquisition costs. 

Maritime recruiters and HR teams face a number of 

challenges unique to the industry and to the nature of the 

working environment. With constant pressures to reduce the 

cost of recruiting and retaining crew, and with competition in 

the market driving up the price of new hires, the need to identify 

talent gaps, transfer knowledge, and grow skills internally has 

never been so valuable. l

Human Element: Crew Welfare
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RINA prepares for use of  ammonia as marine fuel 

The introduction of alternative fuels is seen as 

a key success factor in the IMO’s carbon 

emission reduction strategy to reduce 

the impact of shipping on climate but to date it 

is not clear which low-CO2 emissions fuel will 

drive the decarbonisation effort. The final choice 

will not be made by the maritime industry alone 

and will be heavily dependent on the evolution 

of the onshore industry’s decarbonisation path, 

according to the classification society and inspection, 

certification and engineering body RINA.

RINA understands the need to support the energy transition by 

offering a comprehensive regulatory framework capable of addressing 

the technical issues related to each fuel identified as a possible driver of 

shipping’s decarbonisation. 

Ammonia may, to some extent, be an interesting future marine 

fuel option, it believes. Nevertheless, many issues remain to be solved 

before a large-scale introduction, starting from its availability - especially 

when from renewable sources - and distribution worldwide, points out the 

Italy-based group.

During the last year, RINA has carried out extensive research into ammonia 

through the inception of Joint Development Projects with leading ship 

designers, which has involved consultation with various marine equipment 

makers and ship owners. In this way it has been able to gather valuable 

information and know-how, and on May 1 this year it published a first 

edition of its classification rules for the use of ‘Ammonia as fuel’.

Based on the International Code of Safety for Ships using Gases 

or other Low-flashpoint Fuels (IGF Code), where goals 

and functional requirements are established for 

ships using those fuels, the rules follow the 

same pattern of IGF Code requirements 

for LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas). Namely 

they carefully consider ammonia’s 

toxic characteristics and adopt general 

preventive measures to be confirmed and 

completed by an extensive risk assessment 

to be carried out on the specific arrangement 

under consideration.

While ammonia is not yet ready for bunkering in all ports as it would 

need to be for an immediate and widespread use as a marine fuel, RINA 

points out that the design of a new ship can already be developed to 

consider how the vessel can be arranged to be fuelled by ammonia. 

Market Sector: RINA
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This is an important 
milestone within 
the RINA set 
of initiatives on 
innovation and 
energy transition 
towards the 
compliance with 
IMO 2030 and  
IMO 2050



RINA prepares for use of  ammonia as marine fuel 

Therefore, in addition to the abovementioned rules, RINA 

has also published the requirements needed to obtain an 

additional class notation of ‘Ammonia Ready’ on a traditionally 

fuelled ship.

One of the JDP Agreements that RINA signed was with 

the Shanghai Merchant Ship Design & Research Institute 

(SDARI) to develop a ground-breaking ship design capable of 

being fuelled by either ammonia or methanol.

Within the Agreement, SDARI will focus on the ship 

concept development and design while RINA will verify the 

compliance with the applicable rules, including those for the 

use of alternative fuels.  

Ammonia/methanol-fuelled ship design

The selected ship type is a tanker but the project, 

which is the first to investigate one design using either 

methanol and ammonia in this type of vessel, will increase 

understanding of the application of 

both fuels within the shipping 

industry with opportunities to 

apply designs to different types 

of ships. 

External support to the 

project will be provided by 

engine specialist MAN Energy 

Solutions, a leader in dual fuel 

innovation.

Giosuè Vezzuto, Executive 

Vice President Marine at RINA, said: 

“Ship designs have come a long way in their efficiency, 

but to meet targets for reduced emissions we need to 

look to alternative fuels. A ship specifically designed and 

optimized for using ammonia and methanol as fuels offers 

a future proof, environmentally sustainable solution. 

“This is an important milestone within the RINA 

set of initiatives on innovation and energy transition 

towards the compliance with IMO 2030 and IMO 2050. 

We are pleased to join forces with SDARI and believe 

this project will benefit the whole shipping industry, 

releasing the potential of both ammonia and methanol”.

Wang Gang Yi, Vice President of SDARI, 

commented: “We are pleased to be working with 

RINA on our common goals to provide increasingly 

reliable design solutions to meet the emissions 

targets set by IMO for 2030 and 2050”.

Brian Østergaard Sørensen, Vice President and Head 

of R&D, Two-Stroke Business at MAN Energy Solutions 

Copenhagen, said: “We encourage industry-wide 

partnerships for decarbonising the marine market and are 

very happy to collaborate with such respected institutions 

as RINA and SDARI. While two-stroke engine technology 

will likely retain its influence within deep-sea shipping for the 

foreseeable future, ammonia and methanol are fuels with a 

lot of potential as clean, zero-carbon fuels and with which we 

have a lot of experience.”

Meanwhile, the world’s first test of a 30% natural gas/

hydrogen blend in the forging processes used in industrial 

steelmaking, has been held in Rho, a province of Milan, 

involving the use of the hydrogen/gas mix to heat the furnaces 

at the Forgiatura A. Vienna plant. 

Trials were successfully carried out after a series of studies 

and laboratory tests which lasted around one year. The 

companies involved in the initiative were Snam, the Italian 

energy infrastructure company and developer and promoter 

of the project; RINA, which handled the engineering analyses 

and laboratory phase; and GIVA Group, a highly innovative 

Italian steelmaker. The blend of methane and hydrogen was 

supplied by Sapio, a company specialising in the production 

and marketing of industrial and medical gases. 

Ugo Salerno, RINA’s Chairman and CEO, commented: 

“This test is the concrete proof that Italy’s hydrogen 

production chain can significantly 

contribute to decarbonising 

complex and energy-

intensive industries such 

as steelmaking. 

“At RINA we are 

proud to play an active 

role in the ongoing 

energy transition, 

more specifically in such 

events where we can share 

our energy and industrial 

know-how.” l
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Leading the way  
on sustainability
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SCANDINAVIA

UNGC leaders at Nor-Shipping 2019, with PM Erna Solberg (centre)  
and DNV President and CEO Remi Eriksen (front centre left) 
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The Scandinavian maritime industry has always 

been at the heart of both technical innovation and 

environmental concerns, meaning it now finds itself 

playing a leading role in confronting shipping’s foremost 

challenge – decarbonisation.

The Norwegian government of Prime Minister Erna 

Solberg is already taking the global lead on carbon capture, 

transportation and storage (CCS) by building a full-scale test 

project to implement CCS technologies in the North Sea. 

Entitled Longship, the $2.3bn project will see CO2 emissions 

captured from a cement plant in Norway, transported out to 

sea and then permanently stored in a rock formation deep 

under the seabed.

The region’s leading maritime event, Nor-Shipping, has 

also committed to the United Nations Global Compact 

(UNGC) and has assisted on development of the UNGC’s 

Sustainable Ocean Business Action Platform, designed to help 

the world deliver on the Paris Agreement on climate change. 

A special panel debate between representatives of the 

shipping industry and the UNGC entitled ‘Driving Ambition 

for Shipping at COP26’ immediately preceded Nor-Shipping’s 

two-day virtual event Ocean Now which was held on 

June 1-2, in place of the biennial exhibition that has been 

postponed until January 2022 on account of the pandemic. 

“This is a vital debate, featuring voices that will help steer 

the evolution of our industry,” Nor-Shipping Director Per 

Martin Tanggaard commented ahead of the UNGC event. 

“With COP26 on the horizon, this meeting provides a perfect 

opportunity for a broad spectrum of stakeholders to meet 

and discuss how the green maritime and ocean transition can 

play a vital part in accelerating us towards a net zero future.”

Meanwhile, the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association has 

set a goal for the entire Norwegian fleet – the world’s fourth 

largest in value behind that of China, Japan and Greece – 

to be climate neutral by 2050; for its members to cut their 

GHG emissions by 50% per unit transported by 2030 - a 

full 10 percentage points ahead of the IMO’s ambition; and 

that from 2030 onwards its members will order only zero-

emission vessels.

One Scandinavian-based company leading the way 

on environmental matters is United European Car Carriers 

(UECC), a joint venture between Sweden’s Wallenius Lines 

and Japan’s NYK, both of which “have sustainability in their 

DNA”, according to UECC chief executive Glenn Edvardsen. 

UECC is developing a series of three PCTC (Pure Car 

Truck Carrier) vessels under construction in China that it 

says will become the shipping industry’s first-ever LNG 

battery hybrid power vessels when the first is launched later 

this year. Edvardsen calls the vessels “a giant leap towards 

decarbonisation” as they will not only exceed the IMO’s 

target of a 40% reduction in carbon intensity (from 2008 

levels) by 2030 but also meet the IMO’s Tier 3 NOx emissions 

limitations entering into force in the Baltic Sea and North Sea 

from keel lays this year.

SCANDINAVIA

http://www.teromarine.com
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Over in Denmark, leading liner company Maersk is 

another environmental pioneer and spearhead of various 

collaborative efforts to counter climate change. Its parent 

group A.P. Møller – Maersk was a founder member of both 

the shipping industry’s Getting to Zero Coalition in 2019 

and last year’s Transform to Net Zero initiative by a group of 

multinational supply chain partners to “develop and deliver 

research, guidance, and implementable roadmaps to enable 

all businesses to achieve net zero emissions”.

“A.P. Møller - Maersk is committed to a carbon-

neutral future of transport and logistics”, CEO Søren Skou 

commented at the time. “The overall target of keeping global 

warming below 1.5 degrees can only be reached through 

strong alliances across sectors and businesses. We are 

therefore happy to join Microsoft and other global companies 

in the Transform to Net Zero initiative.”

In addition, the group was one of the founding partners 

behind the Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller Center for Zero Carbon 

Shipping, a non-profit research centre in Copenhagen that 

was launched last to “work across the entire shipping sector 

with industry, academia and authorities… to create overviews 

of decarbonization pathways, accelerate the development 

of selected decarbonizing fuels and powering technologies, 

and support the establishment of regulatory, financial and 

commercial means to enable transformation”. 

Creation of the centre was made possible by a start-up 

donation of DKK 400m (USD$65m) from the A.P. Møller 

Foundation, whose chairman Ane Uggla commented that 

her father – legendary ship owner Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller, 

had been a ‘visionary’ environmentalist and early exponent 

of both low sulphur fuels and double hulled tankers. During 

the past year Danish shipping company Norden has signed 

a partnership agreement with the centre, as have other 

Scandinavian businesses Alfa Laval of Sweden and most 

recently Norway’s Stolt Tankers. 

In a similar vein, Oslo-based Foundation Det Norske 

Veritas – which owns international certification and 

classification body DNV Group – is one of a handful of 

international shipping-related bodies helping set up a 

maritime decarbonisation centre in Singapore, in charge of 

a S$120m (USD$90m) R&D fund, in partnership with the 

Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA).

DNV itself – which dropped the GL suffix in its name as of 

March 1 – was one of several classification societies to join up 

with leading Flag States to launch the Maritime Technologies 

Forum (MTF) in April. The Forum is intended to provide 

technical and regulatory research, expertise and leadership 

to assist the shipping sector and its regulators address 

technology challenges. 

“The increased uptake of digital technologies and 

the push to decarbonize shipping represent tectonic 

shifts for the industry,” said Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen, CEO 

of DNV Maritime and Leadership Member of the MTF 

Steering Committee. “This will involve a significant 

increase in the use of alternative fuels and a marked 

increase in ship complexity and the challenge to  

assess safety.”

Ørbeck-Nilssen elaborated on this theme during 

an ImmediaSea media briefing the following month. 

A recent DNV whitepaper had drawn attention to the 

emerging ‘safety gap’ that needs to be closed, he 

related, since statistics showed that while the number 

of accidents at sea is decreasing, human error remains 

the single biggest cause; greater levels of automation 

and complexity in ship operations only risked 

exacerbating that situation further, he warned.

Regional Focus: Scandinavia



“The interface between technology developments, 

alternative fuels, higher degrees of automation and not least 

the competence of people involved in the daily operations 

[of ships] is creating a new risk picture,” he said. “And if 

we’re not mindful of that and taking the right actions early 

enough, I am concerned that progress on the grand project 

of decarbonisation might be jeopardised.”

One company saving ship operators with some of the 

extra workload that advanced technologies bring is digital 

software platform provider Dualog of Norway. The company 

has just notched up its 1,000th installation of Dualog® Drive, 

with clients reporting time savings of up to nearly 200 man-

hours per month as the product simplifies distribution of 

documents, data, software updates, IoT data and large files 

across the entire fleet. 

Bearing in mind that recent trends amplified by the 

pandemic show a doubling or even trebling of data 

downloaded onto vessels compared to previous years, this is 

putting “unprecedented levels of stress on communications 

links”, says the company. “Maintaining connectivity between 

shore and ship is now crucial with the increase in IoT onboard, 

monitoring of data, and the rising need to send large files 

between the two.” 

“When developing Drive, 

our aim was to take away 

the pain of moving data 

between ship and shore 

with a product that functions 

independently of systems 

already in use,” comments 

Silje Moan (pictured left), 

Dualog’s Chief Commercial 

Officer. “Dualog® Drive can 

be installed and ready to 

use within hours, and in fact, 

clients can set up a trial simply by opening an account and 

clicking on the link on our website.”

Indeed, Klaveness Ship Management reported in late 

2020 that it had installed Dualog® Drive in just 24 hours. 

“We can now spend less time worrying about cybersecurity, 

data management and bandwidth bottlenecks while 

spending more time on additional business improvements”, 

commented Jan Erik Rogde, VP, Head of Fleet Management.

Klaveness as a shipping group prides itself on being 

both data-driven and an environmental leader. Klaveness 

Combination Carriers (KCC) unit in late May took delivery 

of the last in a series of eight CLEANBU combination 

carriers from the New Yangzi Shipyard in China, all boasting 

operational and technical efficiencies resulting in the 

vessels having up to 40% lower CO2 emissions per ton mile 

transported cargo compared to standard vessels, according 

to the company, in line with IMO’s 2030 target.

KCC has also just joining a new carbon capture project 

called CCShip led by the Trondheim-based institute SINTEF 

Energy Research where it will test the potential of CCS 

technologies for helping shipping achieve near-zero emission 

vessels aboard its fleet. The project will also focus on potential 

of different novel CO2 capture solutions in terms of weight, 

compactness, integration, efficiency, and cost both new-

build and retrofitting of vessels, reports Klaveness, as well as 

looking at different ship types and transport applications (size, 

fuel type, voyage distance).

Elsewhere, Finland-based marine technology specialist 

Wärtsilä believes that IMO’s ambitious decarbonisation 

targets, coupled with introduction of the EEXI (Existing 

Ship Energy Efficiency Index), mean the time for 

shipowners to adopt a ‘wait and see’ attitude on future 

fuels is already over and the time to act is now, senior 

executives stressed during a Pathway to Decarbonising 

Maritime webinar held in mid-May.

The company’s current multi-fuel engines offer “a 

viable upgrade path to decarbonisation,” said Juha 

Kytola, Director of R&D and Engineering, since they will 

allow use of transition fuels, drop-in fuels, fuel blends and 

eventually net-zero-carbon fuels in the run-up to 2050. 

Wärtsilä’s own future fuel roadmap suggests progressive 

availability of bio or synthetic methane (to replace LNG), 

methanol, ammonia and hydrogen over coming years, 

he added, and this year it will have “the industry’s first 

engine running on ammonia”.  

However, decarbonisation needs more than just 

technology, the webinar speakers stressed, since there is no 

‘silver bullet’ solution for existing vessels. Rather Wärtsilä says 

it wants to work with customers to “co-create tailor-made 

decarbonisation strategies… devising the right solution for 

each vessel”.  

Meanwhile, Sweden’s Alfa Laval reports that a carbon-

neutral methanol fuel cell system based on high-temperature 

proton exchange membrane (HTPEM) technology from 

Danish company Blue World Technologies is being 

constructed for testing at its Test & Training Centre in 

Aalborg, Denmark. 

Separately, the company says it has also been 

exploring the possibility of running the centre’s four-

stroke, 2 MW diesel engine on methanol – without 

modifications or another pilot fuel. The testing is the 

third stage in an ongoing research project funded by 

Danish EUDP (Energy Technology Development and 

Demonstration Program).

In May it was announced that Alfa Laval would be 

taking over weather intelligence service StormGEO, use 

of weather data for optimal ship routeing forming another 

important tool for improving vessel efficiency and cutting 

shipping emissions. l
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Telenor Satellite serves nearly 1,500 terminals in the maritime 
and offshore sectors, providing extended Ka band coverage 
from its THOR 7 satellite at 1° West. 
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Telenor Satellite  
pioneers new  
satcoms frontier
Norway’s Telenor Satellite has always been an innovative 

presence in the satellite communications sector. It was 

an early adopter of spot-beam technology, and one of 

the first satellite operators to offer fully managed services rather 

than simply raw capacity. It is also joint owner of THOR 10-02 

/ IS10-02, the world’s first commercial satellite to have its life 

extended with a mission extension vehicle (MEV-2). 

In recent years, the company has extended its coverage 

into the more extreme northerly regions including Greenland 

and Newfoundland. It has dimensioned its services to account 

for the unique challenges of these remote areas, including 

low elevation and harsh weather. Its flexible solutions deliver 

seamless high-speed connectivity on Ka band via its high-

throughput satellite THOR 7. This high-powered spot-beam 

technology provides uninterrupted handover as vessels traverse 

the region, meeting operational and safety requirements. 

This expansion of Telenor Satellite’s service is particularly 

important for the fishing, offshore services and passenger 

segments of maritime, which are all venturing further north than 

ever before. Fishing plays a vital role in the Nordic maritime 

industry and, with harsh weather, rough seas and a need to 

adhere to strict regulations and mandatory reporting, reliable 

communications are vital. 

Similarly, offshore support vessels demand seamless 

connectivity, as they must demonstrate that they have a 

well-functioning satellite connection before leaving port. For 

operators in this region, ‘always-on’ connectivity is not just a 

cliché, it plays an important role in the hiring and retention of 

skilled crew, not to mention their safety and welfare. 

In addition, cruise ships are beginning to carve out a niche 

in the Nordics where they offer polar experiences for the 

more adventurous. With up to 6,000 guests (and supporting 

crew) they make very high demands on connectivity to answer 

the demands of shipboard operations and the recreation 

requirements of guests. 

Jan Hetland, Director Data Services Division at Telenor 

Satellite (pictured above), says: “Delivering exceptional 

satellite connectivity to our clients is our primary focus, 

even if that is in the more inhospitable regions of the world. 

Dependable connectivity is always important, but in regions 

such as the Barents Sea, hostile conditions mean that reliable 

communications links take on the mantle of vital lifeline. 

“We are always eager to introduce new services or adopt 

new technologies where they can most benefit our clients 

and continually strive to push the boundaries of the satellite 

communications technology,” he concluded.  l
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Smart  
Technology  
and AI:
HOW TO EXPLOIT THESE BOTTOM LINE  
GAME CHANGERS

ioCurrents Webinar

The following is an edited version of the latest in our series of virtual industry 
roundtable webinars and debates, sponsored by ioCurrents, where SMI looks at 
the key issue of smart technology and AI, and how to exploit these bottom line 
gamechangers. Sensors on vessels provide huge amounts of data on engine, pump 
and generator performance, but how do we use this information to optimise 
shipping’s operational, regulatory and safety approaches?

Panellists were: 
Cosmo King, co-founder and CIO of Washington-based software company ioCurrents; 
Patrick Ryan, Senior Vice President – Engineering and Technology for ABS;  
Bent Erik Bjørkli, Vice President, Kognifai Partner Program, Digital Ocean, Kongsberg 
Digital; Torbjorn Dimblad, Chief Information Officer at Anglo-Eastern;  
Sven-Eric Brooks, Senior Director of Business Development for KVH Watch, the 
company’s maritime IoT solution; Pascal Ray, CEO of Puma Risk; and Knut Ording, 
Senior Principal Consultant and Innovation Manager at DNV Maritime. Moderated by 
Sean Moloney, Managing Director of Elaborate Communications.
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Sean Moloney 

Can I please begin by asking you all for short introductions giving your 

views on the whole issue of smart technology and AI?

Cosmo King
It’s a topic that we could spend a long time talking about, but at a high 

level, AI is just algorithms that are applying higher level analytics on the 

data. And so, it’s allowing us to make sense of massive datasets that you 

wouldn’t be able to do with other techniques, and to extract answers that 

wouldn’t be available through traditional statistical data analysis techniques. 

That’s machine learning. Artificial Intelligence is taking those answers to 

drive human decision making. In shipping, we see that the time is right for 

applying these more advanced techniques, because the volume of data, 

the growth of data and the growth of sensors is growing rapidly, and I think 

it’s faster than anyone can make sense of. 

Pascal Ray 

We see this technology as a virtual risk barrier. It’s another layer of risk 

management that we did not have before and where we are just now 

starting to see the benefits. With it you can reduce risk, increase certainty, 

and therefore reduce costs, and perhaps premiums. At a very minimum, 

it opens conversations within for changing terms and conditions. 

We’re involved in bringing these new technologies to the maritime 

risk management and insurance underwriting community, using digital 

platforms.

Patrick Ryan
Machine learning and AI, and smart technologies in general, or any 

technology more broadly, to me is all about outcomes, what are we trying 

to accomplish. From my perspective there are lots of possible applications, 

such as improved maintenance and condition monitoring, and this is of 

course what class cares about. Also, as we start to understand what is being 

imposed on the industry from a decarbonisation perspective, helping with 

that journey may prove to be the biggest outcome that will really drive AI 

and machine learning in the future.

Torbjorn Dimblad
I’d like to share a bit of a personal story. A couple of years ago I bought my first 

Alexa device and I was prompted to scan my home network, and to my surprise 

it said that it had detected a printer and could inform Amazon whenever I was 

low on ink and have a new cartridge ordered, a process which I set up through 

just a few clicks. As I think about that experience in the context as what we do 

as technical ship managers, I’m really excited about what smart technology and 

AI can do for us. For me, it really is a game changing technology. That being 

said, I believe we’re still several years away from fully embracing it. We need to 

communicate our strategic vision and be very tactical and practical in how we 

deploy this technology, and not least, train a very large and diverse workforce to 

embrace and to adopts different ways of working.
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Knut Ording
Over the last year 

we have seen an 

accelerated use 

of data streams 

from sensors 

as a basis for 

decisions, 

and enhanced 

monitoring 

and control. 

And from our own 

experience, I would say 

one of the prerequisites for 

digitalisation is cyber security - in 

DNV we have signed more contracts for our cyber security 

services this year alone compared to the complete period 

since the cyber security services were launched in 2016. 

Of course, there are other prerequisites for safe and 

efficient implementation, such as well-defined and 

designed data collection, the implementation of common 

data standards for contextualising the data, and of course, 

a lot of proper data quality management. I believe that 

when we have these prerequisites in place, and also maybe 

adding the solving data ownership and data usage rights, 

we are moving towards and enabling smart shipping, and 

also a wider application of analytics, machine learning, and 

AI in a safe and efficient manner. 

Bent Erik Bjørkli
First of all, I don’t think we’ve really seen the extent by far 

where this is going to take us. If I take one example, such 

as AIS, the result now is that we all have an overview where 

most ships in the world are at any given time. And then you 

look at all the spinouts that you have available today just 

by knowing where the ship is, and the AI algorithms and 

the machine learning that is generated from one dataset 

is really amazing. And what we’re doing now is seeing the 

ability of these ships to connect even more datasets, and 

that’s what we in Kongsberg are really driving forward now 

is to make that transition as quick, cost efficient and smooth 

as possible and enable that data sharing.

The baseline is you have to have data to make it happen, 

and for getting structured data with high quality, to 

make it possible, we need to collaborate. So, I’m really 

excited about the future in that respect, because I think 

digitalisation has also opened up the box to lower 

the threshold for collaboration among ship owners, 

charterers, class societies, connectivity providers, and 

OEMs like Kongsberg. 

Sven-Eric Brooks
As connectivity providers, making sure that people can 

talk to one another no matter where they are in the world 

is our bread-and-butter business. But now there’s also a 

clear machine-to-machine connectivity requirement as 

well, being able to turn that data into actual and trusted 

intelligence, and it’s our job to do that in the most secure 

way, in the most efficient way possible. 

So KVH went to the drawing board about two years 

ago to come up with a dedicated Internet of Things 

terminal to allow OEMs, service companies, classification 

societies, service providers, to interact with the vessel 

in the safest way possible, and completely independent 

from any type of crew welfare network on board, to drive 

engagement, productivity, and ultimately also business 

resiliency. 

Making use of the data and turning it into actionable 

insights is key. And the key differentiator here is connectivity 

and AI, because that bulk of data is so large that just sifting 

through it by human means is largely inefficient, you need 

to apply algorithms. 

Sean Moloney
Thank you very much, gentlemen. But how far down the 

smart technology and AI route is shipping, and how agile 

is it? Because, as we know, our industry is very fragmented 

and there are leaders but also laggards when it comes 

to new technology. And what are the challenges and the 

opportunities that are emerging? 

Torbjorn Dimblad
I think the short answer is that we are quite a lagging 

industry. Shipping is very traditional and asset heavy. 

But that’s a generalization and there are, of course, first 

movers and a lot of organisations that are embracing new 

technology in different ways. With such a broad fleet and 

broad portfolio of owners as well, we really see both ends 

of that equation. I mean,  

I have conversations 

on the one hand 

with clients 

who are 

asking really 

pertinent 

questions on 

how can we 

improve the 

performance 

of the ship 

through the tools 

Knut Ording

Torbjorn Dimblad
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and data that are available to them and at the other end 

of the spectrum, I’m still having conversations with some 

owners about installing VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) 

technology to be able to improve the connectivity for crew. 

So, I think there’s really a very, very broad spectrum here. 

As a technical manager we’re constantly monitoring 

the machinery on board, and then either servicing it or 

procuring spare parts for it, and that’s a big part of what 

we do. And that entire process could, and I’m sure will, 

be quite disrupted by the opportunities that you have 

with improved data and the application of AI algorithms. 

That, I believe, will have a dramatic bottom line impact 

on operating costs. I also believe that the environmental 

regulations that are coming in the years ahead are going 

to turbo charge further investments.

Sean Moloney
Bent Erik, let me bring you in on this. What are your views 

on how quickly shipping can benefit from, and harness the 

potential of, this sort of smart technology and AI?

Bent Erik Bjørkli
I tend to say that 

digitalisation is not 

a quick fix, it’s a 

journey. There’s a 

lot of stuff you 

can do today, 

and you need 

to have a clear 

strategy for 

what you want 

to achieve, 

and how you’re 

going to get there, 

and there’s help to 

get – with many of the 

panellists here and the industry 

in general, looking at some of the frontrunners and what 

they’ve been doing. Because a lot of the stakeholders are 

sharing, making publications on their findings and the 

results of what they’ve done. 

So, it’s really our common efforts that will drive the industry 

forward. And I really appreciate the openness between the parties 

that we collaborate with because there are plenty of examples of 

new inventions out there, like Sven Erik mentioned earlier.

Cosmo King
Just to follow on that thought. The ship operators are doing 

these activities today. Crew are walking around the vessel 

all day, performing checks on systems. You’re correlating 

and uploading new reports every day with data that’s a 

summary of the activities that have occurred on the vessel. 

Those reports are getting digested by people on shore, put 

into spreadsheets, sent up to DNV to report on compliance 

activities. So yes, there are the advanced capabilities of 

dynamic voyage optimisation based on AI, and predictive 

analytics to help to tell when equipment is likely to fail. 

Those are a big chunk for some companies to bite off at 

this stage in the progression, but there’s actually a spectrum 

of activities that people can automate today, and that’s 

the kind of thing we’re doing. During the 

pandemic we’ve seen even greater pressure 

on the crew with less people on board yet 

having more and more tasks to do, more 

reports to send into their class. We can automate some of 

that work for them as an early step towards advanced AI, it’s 

actually not that hard. 

Sean Moloney
Pascal, talk to us a little bit about the whole topic of risk 

management and the issues that ship owners, operators 

and managers need to be aware of when they’re actually 

starting to embrace new technology.

Pascal Ray
There’s a tremendous amount of opportunity for 

improvement within the industry for risk management. 

The maritime industry is much further ahead than, say, the 

energy industry, which I also practice in, in taking data like 

insights from ioCurrents and using it to prevent loss, to 

avoid losses. That’s a step that we’re working on right now. 

I think that’s where all of this is headed. But we’re not as 

advanced as, say, trucking or even automobile insurance, 

where they have sensors on the vehicles and you get real-

time risk assessment and rate reduction. We’re not that far 

yet, but there’s lots of room for improvement and it’s a very 

exciting prospect for the future.

Take, for example, main 

engine damage claims or 

main engine failures 

causing collisions 

that are becoming 

increasingly costly. 

Rates are going up, 

and we’ve got to do 

something to reduce 

these losses. If we can 

take the insights into main 

engine condition that we can 

Bent Erik Bjørkli
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get from smart technology and use them on a real time 

basis, we can reduce those losses. 

Sean Moloney
Patrick, and then Knut, can I get a class perspective on this?

Patrick Ryan
Pascal’s right, there’s a lot of opportunity for risk 

reduction. Those that follow ABS know we have a product 

out here, a risk management platform called My Digital 

Fleet, that takes lots of different elements but it doesn’t 

necessarily have to be on board 

sensors. There’s a lot of data 

that you can take advantage 

of. AIS data is a perfectly 

good example, and you 

can use that to start 

modifying your risk 

profile. 

You know, I have a little 

bit of non-scientific data 

to share. We polled our 

own client base to see what 

the uptake was on machine learning 

and AI, and the response came back that over half, 

about 56%, are at least doing some kind of a trial with 

data and machine learning. So, to answer your very 

original question Sean, shipping’s well into the process 

of adoption. We’re past early adopters, we’re past 

innovators. 

But what was really remarkable to me was the finding that 

85% of those doing something with data were doing it 

for fuel efficiency or for decarbonisation. If you relate that 

question back to risk, that’s a risk that a lot of owners are 

dealing with from a business perspective, not necessarily 

from a risk of loss perspective. Within their business they 

need to stay competitive and sustainable in the face of 

new regulations and are leveraging data to manage their 

fuel efficiency as a mitigation of that risk – that’s one of 

the biggest areas where we’re seeing uptake. 

Maintenance management is another important 

application and there are lots of others. In fact, I think 

the idea that technology should be pigeonholed for a 

particular outcome is wrong, and rather it is the market 

that will drive the real use and adoption of technology to 

achieve outcomes that people achieve success with.

Sean Moloney
Knut, you mentioned earlier the environment aspect and 

the role that that will play. 

What are your thoughts?

Knut Ording
Yes, absolutely. 

That is one area 

where we have 

seen that getting 

access to data 

can make reporting 

much more efficient, 

and also provide owners 

and their stakeholders with 

a better overview of the performance, to 

document compliance or to improve the performance 

of the operations. And also, when it comes to managing 

safety risks, we of course see huge benefits from getting 

access to other sources of information than those we are 

currently getting access to, to our onboard surveys or 

approval jobs. 

So, what we are looking into is use, of course, access to 

data, machine learning, artificial intelligence, to combine 

it with the information that we already get, to enrich the 

information or even replace the sources of information 

that we are currently using. 

And when it comes to the speed of change in the 

industry, you see some companies and stakeholders 

driving this, and of course you see others that there are 

followers. One example that we as class societies have 

seen is the disruption caused by manufacturers and by 

services such as those Kongsberg has introduced, where 

they are challenging on board surveys and inspections 

of DP systems, and kind of forcing us and the other class 

societies to go over to a data driven inspection regime, 

performing DP, annual DP inspections based on data and 

the analytics instead of the onboard survey. So, I think 

it’s important to keep up the pace in order to not be 

disrupted.

Patrick Ryan
Also, we haven’t really mentioned how the pandemic 

drove the adoption not only of remote surveys but 

also other standards for class to assess ship condition, 

to ensure the safety of the vessel, and this has further 

accelerated the use of smart technology and AI. 

Another key point I would like to make is that there 

is a direct relationship between efficiency and safety. 

The faster we can transition into getting this real time 

data with actionable insights and also distribute the 

Patrick Ryan

Cosmo King
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accountability off the vessel and into risk management, 

the faster we’ll start realizing savings in the industry in 

terms of losses; engine damage losses, collision losses, 

pollution losses, a whole myriad of different types of 

losses that could be prevented with this technology, 

and I think that’s the gamechanger that we’ll see on the 

horizon.

Cosmo King
I think another example of the different uses for the same 

data is with fuel optimization, where we know the cost 

of fuel and its smarter use is a huge driver for anyone, 

especially now as the prices and the types of fuel get 

more complex. But that same data on the fuel can also 

drive better maintenance. There is now guidance from 

ABS and others on maintenance routines driven by 

metrics, so that you don’t need to necessarily maintain 

your engine every x thousand hours, but you can actually 

adjust your maintenance based on the model of when it’s 

likely to fail based on the amount of fuel consumption, 

which is a much better indicator. 

Sean Moloney
Sven Erik, let me bring you in on this finally, to talk about 

the demand that greater datasets and the need for their 

analysis are putting on the connectivity side.

Sven-Eric Brooks
Obviously, you always have the challenge that the 

traditional vessel is fitted in a specific way, normally with 

a legacy L-band or VSAT system with limited connectivity, 

not built or geared up for machine to machine or IoT 

connectivity. And if you look at an Anglo-Eastern or 

other ship management companies, you have a wide 

range of different vessels, different vessel types, different 

equipment types, and making that all play in harmony 

together is a challenge. Building a platform that’s 

universal, agnostic and accessible to different players in 

the industry is absolutely 

vital to harmonise 

it, but also to 

provide the 

scalability 

across fleets, 

so you can 

start to 

compare 

data across 

different 

vessels 

and different 

vessel types and 

different crews.  

So, what we’re being faced with is the challenge that 

ship owners want to address in business resiliency and 

continuity. They want a level of remote support, which 

we’re providing as a manufacturer of VSAT terminals 

anyway, and also as an IoT connectivity provider for 

third parties, to ensure that equipment can be serviced 

remotely, that remote surveys can take place, or that 

different services can be embedded. And I think that’s the 

level of remote experience that we’re going to see in the 

next 24 months to come, whether that’s being driven by 

equipment manufacturer or class societies. 

Sean Moloney
Well, thank you all very much indeed. Just for 

everybody’s benefit, today’s webinar has been 

video recorded and an edited version will be on 

the shipmanagementinternational.com website for 

everybody to view, after which we’d welcome readers’ 

comments as well. l 
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Technology reveals that microplastics in the marine 

environment come from numerous sources 

and economic sectors, and have widespread 

environmental impacts, including climate implications. 

Moreover, the study also offers effective solutions that 

can limit the impacts of microplastics by preventing their 

release at source.

“Given the expected exponential increase of global plastic 

production, and the subsequent release of microplastics into 

the environment, it is vital to urgently prevent this pollution 

from escalating, and to avoid dramatic consequences on 

marine biodiversity, global ecosystems and the climate”, said 

Frédérique Mongodin, Senior Marine Litter policy officer with 

Seas At Risk. 

The widely discredited, personal care products that 

contain intentionally added microplastics – such as glitter, or 

microbeads found in scrubs – only constitute the tip of the 

iceberg, representing a mere 2% of the total microplastics 

released into the marine environment. In fact, the majority 

of microplastics in the ocean are unintentionally added 

microplastics, and come from sources such as tyre dust, 

synthetic textile fibres, city dust and marine paints.

Moreover, additional microplastics resulting from the 

degradation of larger plastic items at sea come from most 

economic sectors, including agriculture, construction, tourism, 

aquaculture, fisheries and shipping. Of all plastic entering the 

ocean, 94% ends up on the seabed, where it will take centuries 

to degrade, releasing chemicals, microplastics and nanoplastics 

in the process which are all harmful for both marine life and 

ecosystem balance. 

The GMIT study reveals that microplastics also have implications 

for the climate, both by contributing to the emission of GHGs 

that cause climate change as well as by reducing the mitigation 

effects of the ocean against climate change:

1) Emission of GHGs: Once exposed to solar radiation, 

certain types of plastics (mainly single-use plastics and 

packaging) undergo a gradual degradation and fragmentation 

process. This releases GHGs such as methane and ethylene. 

Methane contributes to greenhouse gas effects 34 times 

more than carbon dioxide and contributes directly to the 

exacerbation of climate change. With an expected increase of 

33-36% in plastic production by 2025, emissions of methane 

are predicted to rise to 101-103 million tonnes if no mitigation 

efforts are implemented. [6]

2) Reduced carbon sequestration: When plankton are 

contaminated by microplastics, they are less effective in ‘fixing’ 

carbon, and transferring it to the deep ocean. As a result, the 

carbon sequestration power of the ocean is reduced, decreasing 

its capacity to mitigate climate change. Data shows that 100% of 

plankton in EU estuaries are contaminated by microplastics.  

 The most concerning environmental impacts of microplastics 

contribute to the loss of biodiversity, have implications on the 

marine food webs, and threaten ecosystem balance. In the 

study, GMIT researchers identified the following impacts:

1) Ingestion of microplastics by marine organisms: When 

microplastics are ingested by fish and other marine organisms, this 

can cause energy depletion, fertility and behavioural problems, 

harm, or in extreme cases, death. Around 50% of fish in the 

Mediterranean Sea and 80% of fish larvae in EU estuaries have 

ingested microplastics. 

2) Bio-accumulation of hazardous substances by marine fauna 

and flora: Dangerous substances that are present in, or absorbed 

by microplastics can have serious consequences for marine 

flora and fauna. For example, in the US, run-offs from road dust 

including tyre wear caused mass mortality of fish in nearby rivers.

3) Dissemination of invasive species and pathogens: 

Microplastics can act as a vector for invasive species, bacteria and 

viruses, allowing them to be transported across long distances. l

Microplastic pollution in the marine  
environment and its climate implications:  
how to overcome the impacts
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Marine environment:  
Pollution preparedness, response 
and cooperation
By Jan Rossi, Ilias Theocharis

The ‘International Convention on Oil Pollution 

Preparedness, Response and Co-Operation 1990 (OPRC 

1990)’ and the ‘Protocol on Preparedness, Response 

and Co-Operation to Pollution Incidents by Hazardous and 

Noxious Substances (OPRC-HNS 2000)’, are two international 

legal instruments drawn by the International Maritime 

Organisation (IMO). Malta acceded to both in 2003.

Together, the OPRC Convention and the OPRC-HNS 

Protocol create a regulatory framework on pollution incidents 

caused by oil (meaning petroleum in any form) or by hazardous 

and noxious substances other than oil (such as chemicals), likely 

to cause detrimental affects to human health and marine life 

once released into the marine environment and which require an 

immediate response.

The OPRC Convention and the OPRC-HNS Protocol address 

the handling of marine pollution incidents on both a national 

and international level.

At an international level, State parties may request assistance 

from any other State party when encountering a major 

pollution incident. Additionally, State parties are encouraged 

to establish multilateral or bilateral agreements for pollution 

preparedness and response as well as to cooperate in research 

and development programmes including on methods and 

technologies developed to combat pollution incidents.

On a national scale, both the OPRC Convention and the 

OPRC-HNS Protocol oblige State parties to set up a national 

system for responding to oil and HNS pollution incidents, 

including through the appointment of a designated national 

authority and the drawing up of a national contingency plan 

supported by response equipment, communication channels, 

regular training and exercises.

In this respect, the ‘Oil and Hazardous and Noxious 

Substances Pollution Preparedness, 

Response and Co-Operation Regulations’ 

were recently enacted in Malta through 

Legal Notice 450 of 2020 (the “Regulations”).  

The Regulations came into force on the 1st 

of January 2021. Prior to the publication 

of the Regulations, Port Notice No.16 of 

2020 issued by Transport Malta notified all 

relevant persons of the eventual application of the Regulations 

and invited all marine terminals and marine facilities “…to take 

stock of their current status of preparedness and carry out a risk 

assessment to either update plans which are ready in place or to 

start drawing up new plans, whichever may be the case.”

The Regulations apply, in varying degrees, to the Authority 

for Transport in Malta, to operators of marine terminals (briefly, 

places where dangerous cargoes, bunkers and substances are 

loaded, discharged or handled on board ships) and operators 

of marine facilities (briefly, places other than a marine terminal 
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where ships obtain 

services such as tank cleaning 

and slop/residue removal) based in Malta, 

to yacht marinas based in Malta, and to ships, including 

offshore units, whilst in the territorial waters of Malta.

In its role as ‘National Competent Authority’, The 

Authority for Transport in Malta (Transport Malta) enjoys 

several powers and functions. These include approving 

pollution emergency plans of marine terminals and facilities, 

assisting such operators in the development of the said 

plans, monitoring their implementation as well as ordering 

any changes thereto. Additionally, Transport Malta shall have 

the power to organise periodical national training and drills in 

pollution emergency and response with the participation of 

personnel from local operators.

Operators of marine terminals, facilities and/or yacht 

marinas are obliged to each have a separate marine pollution 

response emergency plan which is to be submitted for approval 

to Transport Malta. Existing operators are to do so by the 31st 

of December 2021. Pollution emergency plans must be in line 

with the NMPCP and should be constantly updated to address 

any changes in the activities or the risks of the operator. In any 

event, a pollution emergency plan is to be revised every five 

years while operators are obliged to inform Transport Malta and 

submit a new plan or amendments to the existing plan within 

three months from the occurrence of any major changes that 

affect or could affect the material validity or effectiveness of  

the emergency pollution plan in question.

Operators are obliged to identify an individual within 

their organization who shall be responsible for the operator’s 

pollution emergency plan and who shall be the point of contact 

between the operator and Transport Malta.

Furthermore, the keeping of minimum level first-aid 

pollution response equipment, training of personnel and the 

carrying out of drills is expected of all operators.

Often, a marine pollution incident extends beyond the 

confines of an operator’s terminal or facility. Therefore, a 

coordinated effort between one or more operators and 

Transport Malta is needed. On this note, the Regulations allow 

the drawing up of joint pollution emergency plans within the 

same port area.

For those ports or areas which are not under the 

management of private operators and are under the 

administration and management of Transport Malta, pollution 

emergency plans are to be prepared by TM by the 31st of 

December 2021.

Operators of 

marine terminals, facilities, and 

yacht marinas as well as masters of vessels 

navigating within Maltese waters are saddled with the obligation 

of reporting any marine pollution incident to Transport Malta. The 

duty to report also extends to masters of vessels located within 

Malta’s contiguous zone – briefly, this is an area extending to 24 

nautical miles from Malta’s coasts over which Malta may exercise 

certain powers, as permitted under international law, including as 

provided under the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention 

(1982). This includes the power to exercise the control necessary 

to prevent any contravention of any law relating to pollution. 

Extending the right to report marine pollution incidents to vessels 

within Malta’s contiguous zone acts as an additional safeguard 

against pollution incidents by creating an added ‘buffer zone’ 

before any pollution hits Malta’s coasts.

The Regulations do not exclude the applicability of any 

other obligations concerning pollution or on any related 

matters to the persons concerned. Therefore, for instance, 

operators of marine terminals and marine facilities are still 

obliged to adhere to the relevant provisions contained in 

the Dangerous Cargo Ships, Marine Terminals and Facilities 

and Bunkering Regulations (Legal Notice 1 of 1996, as 

amended). In fact, the Regulations specify that the pollution 

emergency plans of marine terminals and marine facilities are 

to include the applicable obligations under the ‘Dangerous 

Cargo Ships, Marine Terminals and Facilities and Bunkering 

Regulations’. With respect to ships, the ‘Safety Management 

System’ adopted onboard ships in accordance with the ISM 

Code remains relevant in so far as pollution prevention in ship 

operations are concerned.

Failure to comply with the Regulations is an offence and 

non-compliant operators are subject to a fine upon conviction. 

Additionally, Transport Malta may impose administrative fines.

Earlier this year, Transport Malta organised an informative 

webinar together with the Malta Maritime Forum to introduce 

the Regulations. It is understood that Transport Malta is 

presently updating the NMPCP and its port plans. Moreover, a 

guidance document on the implementation of the Regulations 

to marine terminals, facilities, and yacht marinas is expected to 

be published. l

Clean Oceans
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Largest bulkers to date with LNG dual-fuel power,  
the 180,000dwt sisters HL Eco and HL Green (photo: POSCO)  

LNG Fuel

By David Tinsley

Dry bulk carriers  
turn up the gas
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The accelerated nomination of LNG for large vessel 

powering reflects the pragmatism that is a core 

characteristic of the shipping community. Although 

there is now a general acknowledgement that LNG usage 

has its limitations as an environmentally-virtuous alternative to 

conventional marine fuels, due to its hydrocarbon composition, 

it stands out as a practical, interim solution on the road to a 

zero-carbon future. 

With adoption abetted by a rapidly developing fuel supply 

infrastructure, LNG has the merit of yielding an immediate and 

substantial drop in emissions compared to burning traditional 

fuels. While assisting ship owners, operators and charterers to 

meet not only tighter emission legislation, but also corporate 

environmental targets and customer expectations, LNG 

systems and the reciprocating machinery involved also provide 

a foundation for subsequent adoption of other and evolving, 

less atmospherically-harmful or non-carbon options such as bio-

methane or ammonia. 

Advances made by marine engine designers in minimising 

the potentially extremely deleterious phenomenon of methane 

slip, unburnt methane escaping through the ship’s exhaust 

stream, have strengthened the case for LNG. New dual-fuel 

two-stroke machinery from the major players now comes with 

guarantees as to maximum rate of slip.

By addressing the need for effective and 

affordable shipboard fuel storage solutions, 

obviating or minimising loss of earning capacity within 

a given hull envelope, the design specialists are also 

contributing to the cause. Moreover, new LNG bunker 

tank technology that reduces complexity and costs in 

fabrication and erection has brought more shipbuilders 

into the fold, increasing market choice for potential 

investors in LNG-fuelled vessels. 

Amid growing favour for LNG in the high-profile 

cruiseship business and increased references in the 

deep-sea containership fleet, an important juncture 

has recently been reached through the realisation of LNG 

dual-fuel propulsion in the Newcastlemax bulker category. The 

completion of two LNG-fuelled vessels of 180,000dwt for H-Line 

came less than three years after the dual-fuel mode had made 

its debut in the bulker sector by way of the South Korean-

owned, 50,000dwt Ilshin Green Iris and the Finnish-owned, 

25,600dwt Viikki. 

As the largest bulkers commissioned to date with the 

capability to use LNG as the main fuel, the Newcastlemax-class 

HL Eco and HL Green entered service transporting raw materials 

for South Korea’s steel industry at the start of 2021. Contracted 

by Seoul-based H-Line from Hyundai Heavy Industries, and 

built at the affiliated Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries, each 

vessel reportedly commanded a price of around US$62m. This 

provided a measure of the higher costs entailed when specifying 

an LNG dual-fuel arrangement, since conventionally-powered 

newbuilds of equivalent size were commanding about US$50m 

at the time of the order.

The hand of the state, be it national or local government 

or the European Commission, has been highly influential in 

fostering LNG in the ferry and short-

sea shipping domain, by way of 

grants for newbuild and retrofit 
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projects, R&D, and the development of fuelling infrastructure. 

The premium involved in choosing an LNG dual-fuel system is 

no less an issue in the deep-sea field. The Korean government, 

acknowledging the extra cost burden associated with building 

gas-fuelled ships, is understood to have incentivised domestic 

investment in such vessels from home yards.

Major mining groups’ endorsement of the use of LNG-fuelled 

carrying capacity, acting as a powerful driver for the energy 

transition in deep-sea shipping, was led by BHP’s award last 

September of a five-year timecharter to Eastern Pacific Shipping 

of Singapore for five LNG-fuelled Newcastlemax newbuilds. 

Destined to haul iron ore from Western Australia to China, 

and specified with high-pressure ME-GI two-stroke engines from 

MAN, the series is scheduled to be delivered over the course of 

2022.  Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding has been entrusted 

with the first two vessels, the other three having been ordered 

from New Times Shipbuilding. Options are held on further ships 

at both Chinese yards, salient to which is BHP’s planning for a 

total of 12 LNG-fuelled ore carriers.

BHP had earlier been party to an international research 

endeavour, the Green Corridor project, that investigated the 

viability of bulkers powered for primary operation on LNG, 

to serve the Australia-China ore and coal traffic. The study 

consortium included two other mining companies, Fortescue 

Metals and Rio Tinto, plus shipowners, energy groups, and 

technology specialists. 

Operating a diversified fleet of bulkers, tankers, boxships, 

and other types totalling more than 14m dwt, Eastern Pacific 

intends to quantify its CO2 emissions for benchmarking 

purposes. Findings will be made available to the company’s 

peers, assisting the industry to collectively determine best 

practices for reducing CO2 well ahead of IMO 2030 and 2050. 

Anglo American has also thrown its weight behind the drive 

to secure a lower carbon footprint from 

global shipping operations.  

The London-based mining group has 

awarded a 10-year charter contract 

to U-Ming Marine Transport of Taiwan on four LNG-fuelled 

190,000dwt bulkers, described as “capesize+” tonnage. 

Introducing LNG into Anglo American’s chartered fleet 

for the first time, the vessels are expected to be delivered 

by Shanghai Waigaoqiao in 2023. The newbuilds promise 

a circa-35% cut in CO2 emissions compared to equivalent 

capacity running on standard marine fuel, while also employing 

the latest two-stroke engine technology to “eliminate” the 

release of unburnt methane. 

The bulkers will transport iron ore from Brazil and South 

Africa to customers in the Far East, and potentially elsewhere. 

They will be flagged in Singapore, which will also serve as the 

principal bunkering port, thereby avoiding deviations from 

trading routes for refuelling purposes. 

Furthermore, Rio Tinto is reported to have made a major 

commitment to a new flotilla of LNG-fuelled Newcastlemax 

bulkers, for the iron ore trade out of Australia to China. 

Two shipowners already in the vanguard of the fuelling 

transformation in the bulk minerals traffic, Eastern Pacific and 

H-Line, have attracted the winning bids for the supply of the 

requisite tonnage. 

An initial total of six newbuilds of 210,000dwt for the Rio 

Tinto 10-year assignment has been placed with New Times 

Shipbuilding and Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry. 

Deliveries are anticipated between the end of 2023 and early 

2024, and options on a further six units hold out the prospect of 

a 12-ship programme. 

Despite the most intense price pressure exerted by its 

Chinese counterpart, Japanese shipbuilding has retained 

a leading role in the bulker construction market, through a 

combination of unceasing design refinement coupled with a 

focus on production efficiency. Japanese yards are seeking to 

retain or consolidate that position through the roll-out of an 

LNG-fuelled offering spanning the key bulker size categories.

LNG firing has moved into the province of the dedicated 

coal carrier through a Japanese initiative. Underpinned by 

long-term transport agreements signed by Kyushu Electric 

Power Co, NYK and Mitsui-OSK Lines (MOL) have 

ordered two 95,000dwt coal bulkers from Oshima 

Shipbuilding and Namura Shipbuilding, respectively. 

A Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport & Tourism 

(MLIT)-funded R&D scheme focused on LNG-fuelling 

of post-Panamax bulkers preceded implementation of 

the NYK/Oshima contract.

The introduction of LNG-fuelled bulkers is regarded 

as a key step towards reducing emissions across the 

supply chain for Japan’s power generation industry. l



Classification
Lloyd’s Register CEO Nick Brown 
takes over as head of  IACS 

The International Association of Classification Societies 

(IACS) has named Lloyd’s Register CEO Nick Brown as 

its incoming Council Chair.

This is the first time that the IACS Chair has been chosen 

by the Association’s Members and not by rotation, a move 

that follows governance changes announced in December last 

year. As part of those changes, Mr Brown’s term of office will 

run until 31st December 2023.

Nick Brown said: “I am honoured to have been named 

Chair of the International Association of Classification 

Societies. The Association has always been and remains a 

beacon of safety for maritime through its development of 

important technical standards and guidelines. The governance 

arrangements developed over the past years have sent a clear 

signal to our stakeholders that IACS and its members are 

committed to ensuring that the classification industry remains 

an effective force in the maritime sector and I thank the IACS 

Members for choosing me to oversee the implementation of 

these important changes.”

As part of the new model, Li Zhiyuan of the China 

Classification Society was appointed Chair of the General 

Policy Group (GPG) for a three-year period starting 1st July. 

Mr Li, who also acted as GPG Chair between 2016 and 2017, 

and his team will be located in the IACS Secretariat in London 

meaning these highly expert, technical specialists will be closer 

to the IMO and other industry associations thus facilitating a 

deeper, wider and more consistent cooperation on the key 

issues facing the maritime industry.

Mr Brown added: “The current Council Chair, Koichi 

Fujiwara of ClassNK, has successfully delivered 

far-reaching change to the governance of 

IACS while simultaneously ensuring that 

IACS remained fully responsive to industry needs 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. I look forward 

to building on his achievements by ensuring 

IACS continues to play its role in supporting an 

industry experiencing times of rapid change 

and delivering responsive advice to the 

technical and regulatory challenges posed 

by decarbonisation and digitisation.”

Robert Ashdown, IACS Secretary General, congratulated 

both men on their appointments, saying: “The unanimous 

appointment of the Council and GPG Chairs demonstrates 

the clear commitment of the IACS members to evolving the 

Association to meet the needs and expectations of industry 

and regulators. The significant strengthening of the Secretariat 

combined with the consistency of longer Chairmanship 

periods means that IACS is now well positioned to engage at 

pace and in depth as we continue to deliver on our core 

mission of safer, cleaner shipping.” l

Business Viewpoint
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It is all very positive and life-affirming that so much time 

and effort at the IMO are being spent on making ships 

more environmentally sustainable, with a raft of important 

developments to achieve this aim. You get the impression 

that the importance of decarbonising the industry has really 

registered, something that the armies of activists will claim as 

their own particular triumph. But is there enough input into 

these regulatory changes by those who will be at the sharp 

end of their eventual implementation – those who have to 

operate ships? 

A good example is the debate currently taking place about 

power reduction on existing, let alone new ships, which will surely 

make a difference to fuel consumption and thus emissions, but 

may well leave ships under-powered, when power is needed to 

keep them safe. The discussions on what constitutes an adequate 

emergency power reserve seem, at least to some experienced 

professionals, to be verging on the ridiculous, with this reserve 

(assuming it is actually possible to have it) being conditional on 

all sorts of bureaucratic hurdles, with the master, having used the 

reserve power in an emergency, then having to justify this action to 

a regulator. 

Such a scenario seems quite ridiculous to anyone who has 

ever given a double ring of “Full Ahead” to get a necessary burst 

of speed to avoid trouble. But it is, in the opinion of this ancient 

mariner, just a sign of how the popular green agenda seems to 

be actually eroding the primary purpose of a body dedicated 

to international marine safety. One would not suggest that the 

environment was unimportant, but that safety seems to have 

become second-class as regulators around the world focus upon 

green priorities. Are the views of those who actually “drive” ships 

and have to operate them in real life, sufficiently counted ? 

I have a vivid memory of attending a conference where the 

subject of “derating” marine diesels was debated, with technical 

and environmental issues firmly to the fore, long before the Energy 

Efficiency Existing Ships Index had emerged. Eventually, a very 

senior and long experienced shipmaster spoke and recounted a 

voyage when he was nursing a fully laden capesize back to Europe 

with a damaged rudder. In one burst of fierce weather, he recalled 

the ship, running at almost three quarters of full power, being 

driven more than sixty miles astern as the storm raged. It was in the 

open South Atlantic, but if there had been land 59 miles astern, he 

said, his ship would have been ashore. It was notable that nobody 

had much to say after this powerful intervention.

Others have recalled the era of “low powered steamers” – 

tramp ships designed to burn as little fuel as possible, but which 

were washed up on lee shores or insufficiently powered to clear 

that crucial headland. Their designers were not trying to save the 

planet in those days, but were equally oblivious to the needs of 

the masters of those ships for adequate power in all reasonable 

circumstances, whether it is staying safe at sea, keeping off a lee 

shore, or staying in the channel in a difficult wind, as might occur, 

for instance, in the Suez Canal.

Are the views of those at the “sharp end” sufficiently taken 

into account as regulatory changes bear down on the design or 

operation of ships? There really is not much point in designing 

ships with an inadequate power plant, just to placate loud green 

voices. Similarly, it is not much use optimising a ship to minimise 

fuel consumption by reducing the resistance, but making the ship 

impossible to handle at slow speeds. 

Ships are a multiplicity of design compromises, between 

their capacity to carry cargo, their fuel economy, their handling 

and manoeuvrability in all circumstances, their safety and now, of 

course, their impact upon the environment. It is important that 

the views of those who handle ships and keep them safe are not 

sidelined or that this design compromise is not skewed. Mariners 

need to be part of any debate that will ultimately affect their 

operations and the rules cannot be left to those who have no 

practical experience of handling ships. 

 It is also important that the reality of ship operations is taken 

into account when considering the practical consequences of 

environmental regulations. It is no exaggeration to suggest that 

with every new regulation, the burden of those who have to 

operate ships seems to have increased. New levels of external 

surveillance and regulatory supervision, whether it is to do with fuel, 

emissions, bio-security, or whatever, have resulted in additional 

bureaucracy for senior officers. Does anyone ever consider this, 

before the translation of new rules into statutory regulations under 

the rule of flag state law, is undertaken.  Or does the regulator 

consider the job done, and the burden is simply sent afloat, to be 

dealt with, under some sufferance, it must be said, by overworked 

senior officers, who have never been asked about the practical 

implications of what they must now obey?  l

Listening to the driver
By Michael Grey, MBE, an internationally respected maritime commentator

Alternative Viewpoint



» Electric rules

As we look towards new car releases there is so much to look 

forward to. While Mercedes-Benz has only released tantalizing 

concepts of this late 2021 anticipated release, we can see a 

roomy, quiet car with a jaw-dropping grille and pinstripe design. 

Rumoured to have a driving range of 300 miles, two electric 

motors, all-wheel drive, and the ability to self-pilot on highways. 

No-one has seen inside yet, which makes this car even more 

exciting. The EQS can apparently hit a speed of 124mph  

(just under 200 kilometres per hour) and goes from 0-60 mph  

/ 0-100 kph in 4.5 seconds.

Mercedes EQS
Price range: $100,000
Mercedesbenz.com

» Futuristic design

This concept is clearly hot and current with the coronavirus 

still at large. According to Razer, this new high-tech mask is 

claimed to be the world’s smartest; a reusable N95 respirator 

with a distinctly futuristic design. Made from waterproof and 

scratch-resistant recycled plastic, the transparent shell should 

allow for reading facial cues and lip-reading better. Although 

it hasn’t earned any approvals from the FDA or CDC, Razer 

has claimed that it will be certified to filter 95% of airborne 

particles. 

Project Hazel N95 Mask 
Price: $Tba.

Razer.com 

» Eco-friendly treadmill 
You only need look at it to see why the French-made 

Sprintbok is a true game-changer. It’s great for the 

environment, requiring zero electricity as it’s 100% 

powered by you and it’s made with flexible wooden 

slats to ensure minimum strain on joints. The curved 

manual treadmill offers all the advantages of a running 

workout, with no speed limits or settings. Infinitely 

variable from a comfortable walk to an all-out sprint, 

runners can determine their pace according to their 

personal capacity.

Sprintbok
Price: £5,295
nohrd.com

Objects of Desire
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» Head pressure-points
Keep your stress levels low with the Breo 

iDream5 Heated Head Massager, that soothes 

points around your head under the most 

pressure. It’s rechargeable and can even 

massage around the base of your head and 

neck. Great for annoying muscle kinks or 

computer strain. With 90 minutes of battery 

life, it provides a week’s worth of 15-minute 

sessions. It uses multiple massaging methods 

including air compression, warmth, kneading 

and vibration and 107ºF heat to relax you. Use 

it in the morning or evening to stay relaxed and 

keep stress at bay.  

iDream5 Heated Head Massager
£499.99

breo.uk.com

» Hammer it

Metals don’t always need to have a smooth finish to draw attention. 
Hammering gold, silver, and brass is a technique that has been used 
over the centuries and has already taken the spotlight in a number 
of collections , in 2021. Acne Studios showcased oversized copper 
earrings and chokers in organic shapes, appearing as if they were 
unearthed from an excavation site. Chloé has followed the same 
idea, with a refined assortment of cuffs that resembled pieces from 
the Bronze Age. While Valentino brought the technique into the 
modern era, adding small grooves to its signature jewellery. Hammer 
this trend and view the Chloe selection.  

Anouck Cuff  
$1,750.00
Chloéchloe.com

» Futuristic yachting

Solar Impact is a 78ft ocean-going solar-powered motor yacht, 

resulting from a five-year research project by Swiss start-up 

SolarImpact Yacht. Offering unrivalled luxury with cutting-edge 

aesthetics in a sustainable package, what’s so special about it 

is its SWATH (Small Waterplane Area Twin Hull) design. Among 

various design features, the accommodation is raised above 

the waterline on slender blades to minimise drag and frontal 

area. Power comes from twin 500kW electric motors fed by an 

800kWh battery pack topped by 300m2 of solar cells. The first 

one was scheduled to launch in Germany, in February 2021. 

Solar Impact 78 
€7.2million ex VAT

solarimpact-yacht.com/
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Nick Mason’s world tour 
dates announced

World’s biggest 
Harry Potter 
store opened

Iconic band drummer Nick Mason of Pink Floyd has updated his 

tour dates after last year’s dates were delayed. Meaning 2020 

tickets can now be used for this year’s concerts. The new tour has 

already kicked off in Hamburg, Germany and ends at France’s Sete 

Theatre on June 28. A USA tour announcement is likely soon, with 

UK dates from this May to October remain unchanged. Meanwhile, 

a live album capturing Mason and his band’s 2019 performance 

at former 60s underground venue The Roundhouse, entitled Nick 

Mason’s Saucerful of Secrets Live at The Roundhouse - will be 

released on September 18. It’s a collection of material from the 

band’s early years until 1971 and will captivate fans everywhere.  

 

For more details visit: https://www.songkick.com/

artists/2671201-pink-floyd-project/calendar.

Review

On 3 June at 935 Broadway in the 

Flatiron District with the amazing 

new store is over three floors 

and 21,000 square feet of total 

Harry Potter and Fantastic Beasts 

merchandise. With 15 themed areas, 

visitors will pass under a massive 

model of Fawkes the Phoenix, which 

alone took almost a year to create. 

With many photo opportunities, fans 

can step into a London phone box and imagine being sent into the Ministry of Magic. The level of 

artistic detail and design will provide an amazing new shopping experience and so worth the visit 

for anyone hitting NY shores. 

https://www.songkick.com/artists/2671201-pink-floyd-project/calendar
https://www.songkick.com/artists/2671201-pink-floyd-project/calendar
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books, theatre, dining, events, culture, films, festival, music, art, dvd, wine

We Need to Talk: 
A Memoir About 
Wealth  
By Jennifer Risher
Red Hen Press

Lean Fall Stand (Hardback) 
By Jon McGregor 
HarperCollins

Hutong - 
Dubai’s first-
class dining 
experience
Gate Building 6, Ground 
Floor
DIFC Dubai UAE
hutong-dubai.com/

An interesting topic, this book tackles a 

taboo subject that’s hard to talk about: 

the way we perceive and deal with wealth. 

Written about the weird and unexpected 

impact that wealth has had on our lives, the 

author reveals how it’s created all sorts of 

challenges around relationships, friends, family, and raising a family. She also 

addresses the shame that can come from being in this unexpected position 

and when people feel shame, for whatever reason – it’s really hard for them 

to feel empathy. The only way to address feelings of divisiveness between the 

rich and the poor is by having these honest conversations. This is really a book 

about unity and talking, no matter where you find yourself.  

Lean Fall Stand is a thrilling Antarctic 

adventure with a twist. When an Antarctic 

research expedition goes wrong, the 

consequences are far-reaching for the men 

involved and for their families back home. 

Robert ‘Doc’ Wright, a veteran of Antarctic 

field work, holds the clues to what happened, 

but he is no longer able to communicate 

them. While Anna, his wife, navigates the 

sharp contours of her new life as a carer, 

Robert is forced to learn a whole new way 

to be in the world. Award-winning writer 

Jon McGregor returns with a stunning novel 

that mesmerizingly and tenderly unpicks 

the notion of heroism and explores the 

indomitable human impulse to tell our stories 

- even when words fail us.

For a first-class dining experience 

visit this award-winning Northern 

Chinese restaurant, not only 

in the UAE but the world over, 

including London, Hong Kong 

and New York. Owned by 

Michelin starred, renowned chef 

David Yeo, Hutong is one of the 

first Chinese restaurants ever 

to be awarded a Michelin star. 

The restaurant serves amazing 

dim sum, creative cocktails and 

arguably the best contemporary 

northern Chinese cuisine in 

the Dubai, including the Red 

Lantern and the Halibut Red 

Star Noodles, as well as other 

specialities made for the locals. 

http://hutong-dubai.com/
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BMW M440i xDrive Coupe 3.0i:  
one to drool over
EVERYONE realises that there’s a 

compelling need to tidy up our 

motoring act and the plans are in 

place for a big change not too far down 

the road.

But thank goodness, in the 

meantime, they still make cars like 

the BMW M440i Coupe – a blistering 

barnstormer of a machine.

It’s a car that certain members of 

the motoring fraternity dribble over, 

and one which you can assess its 

popularity when you come out of a 

click-and-collect store and see three 

more of the same ilk parked in a row 

near the one you’re testing.

Discerning buyers or badge snobs? 

Well, the proof of the pudding is in the 

eating, and this one will blow your diet 

out of the water. And probably still leave 

you begging for more.

Gone are the days of yore when the 

back end of your average BMW was as 

predictable as Donald Trump. This is a 

sports coupe that feels like the thin strips 

of rubber on the shiny black alloy wheels 

are having an arm-wrestling competition 

with the tarmac they’re running on. 

Neither wants to let go, and that makes for 

inspiration you might not have experienced 

before behind the wheel. It’s grippy, thanks 

to xDrive – and it’s very quick.

The new ‘4’ has a distinctive new 

sleek exterior look.

It’s longer than its predecessor and 

a bit wider too, with short overhangs, 

slim pillars, long doors with frameless 

windows and a flowing profile. Those 

long doors help with rear three quarter 

visibility but it’s looking dead ahead 

you’ll be doing most of the time.

Up at the front is BMW’s trademark 

kidney grille, big and black, which 

reprises a design feature from the 

company’s past but adds a modern 

twist. Some like the change, some don’t, 

but it’s unmistakably BMW.

The rear end styling also 

incorporates slim and darkened full-LED 

rear lights and dual-branch tailpipes. 

In M Sport model format, as sampled 

here, there are large outer air intakes in 
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the front apron and a striking rear apron, as well as a diffuser 

element that give a bit of an unsubtle hint as to its credentials. 

In the smartly crafted interior, with its Tacora Red 

leather, the engine start/stop button is now positioned 

in a control panel in the centre console, where the 

selector lever is joined by the iDrive Controller and the 

buttons for the Driving Experience Control switch and 

electromechanical parking brake. 

New front sport seats are standard and have 

contoured side bolsters which give you more than 

adequate support during spirited cornering. Which you 

will feel compelled to do.

For a coupe, it retains a fair amount of practicality 

and a decent amount of room. There’s a 40:20:40 split 

backrest, plenty storage areas and boot space that has 

been increased to 440 litres.

The engine here features BMW TwinPower  

Turbo technology as well as mild hybrid technology, 

with a 48V starter-generator ensuring even sharper 

power delivery as well as better fuel consumption  

and emissions. 

What you really notice is just how quiet it is on the 

move – until you hit the loud pedal of course, when 

things really start to wake up.

All engines have eight-speed Steptronic 

transmission as standard, now even faster shifting and 

super smooth, and BMW xDrive all wheel drive is also in 

the box of tricks here. 

In situations where it isn’t needed, all the power is 

directed to the back so you still get that classic rear 

drive set-up. Something to savour. l
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Engine: 3.0 litre, six cylinder, petrol
Power: 368bhp
Torque: 368lb/ft
Transmission: eight speed automatic

Top speed: 155mph
0-62mpoh: 4.5 seconds
Economy: 38.1mpg
CO2 emissions: 186g/km

BMW M440i xDrive Coupe                     Price: £52,100 (£61,105 as tested)
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